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ABSTRACT

To gain an understanding of the causes of the functional movement of human upper

limb, an approach to analyze the muscle moments and the resultant energelics of human

upper limb motion is developed. This approach is based on a 3-D kinematic model of

the upper limb which was developed in this study. The 3-D kinematic model allows 3

DOF (Degrees Of Freedom) at the shoulder, 2 DOF at the elbow and 3 DOF at the wrisl

A simple but effective algorithm is developed to smooth out the noise in the raw motion

data without losing useful sharp information in the data. Lagrangian dynamics is utilized

to formulate the equations of motion of the upper limb, from which net muscle moments

at each joint are obtained.

The net muscle moments at the different joint answer the question of which group

of muscles contribute to the particular motion. It is concluded that the active groups of

muscles for the three functional upper limb movements at the shoulder are the extensors,

inward rotators and the abductors; at the elbow pronators and mainly extensors are active;

both flexors and extensors are active at the wrist. To analyze energy exchange within

each segment the energy variation of each segment is analyzed. It is concluded that the

energy levels of each segment show simila¡ variation patterns; thee energy exchanges

are noticeable and all are in phase. Finally a power/work approach is developed focusing

on the human muscles themselves as generators and absorbers of energy. This method

answers the question of where the energy is generated and where it is absorbed.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I . I heface.

Understanding the dynamics and kinematics of human movement has both a basic

and an applied value in medicine, biology and robotics. In comparison with the great

deal of lese arch into the dynamics and kinematics of the human lower exremity, less

information is available on the dynamics and kinematics of the human upper exEemity.

Analysis of human upper limb movement is of importance to ergonomics in improving

the environment of workplace where manual and repetitive task is needed and injuries

or diso¡<lers may occur ll,2,31, Analysis of the functional performance of the upper

limb under normal and abnorrnal conditions [4,5, 6,7, fl I is the foundation of armprosthesis

design to restore the functions 19, 10, l ll and as a design and aid for the paralyzed [I2,

13, l4l. Studies of human upper limb movement are also the bases for the design and

simulation in robotics I I 5, 16, I 7]. The importance of human upper limb motion has evoked

consiclerable interest in the measuring, modeling and synthesis among many investigators.

The basic kinematic ancl dynamic analyses of human upper limb motion can be

categorized as followings:

( I ) Measurement of the joint motion dau [ 18, 19, 20, 2l ] and the anthropomeÍic parameters

122,23,24,25ll:

(2) Joint model [26, 27,28, 29] and skeletal-muscular model 130, 31, 32, 331;

(3) Analysis of movement causes such as muscle forces [34, 35, 36], joint moments [37]

and energetics t38, 391;



(4) Muscle mechanics and EMG [40];

(5) Neuromotor control of the upper limb motion.

The complexity of these problems results mainly from the complicated anatomical

structure of the human musculo-skeletal system, which causes difficulties in both the

measurement and description of human motion.

1.2 The Objective of This Studl¡

The purpose of this study is threefold: ( I ) establishment of 3-D kinematic multiseg-

mental model of the upper limb; (2) smoothing of the raw motion data of human upper

limb; (3) joint moment and energetics analyses of the upper limb motion. The approach

is basecl on the motion data of human upper limb available in the Biomedical Engineering

Laboratory and a 3-D anatomical model of the upper limb. Therefore the fi¡st phase of

this stucly is to establish a 3-D multisegmental model of the upper limb. The second phase

is to formulate the mathematical model of the upper limb by applying Lagrange's dynamics.

The third phase is to develop a smoothing algorithm to filter out the noises in the raw

upper limb motion data. The fourth phase is to solve for the joint moments from the Lagran-

gian equations of motion. The last phase is to analyze the joint moments and the resultant

energetics.

1.3 Literature Review

1.3.1 Joint Model. Degrees of Freedom and Motion Description



When the motion associated with an anatomicaljoint is to be measured, a kinematic

model for the joint must b€ established [27]. Joint function is determined primarily by

the shape and contour of the contact surfaces and constraints of the su¡rounding soft tissue.

From the medical point of view, joint classification is usually based on the shape of the

joint surface [41 ]. On the other hand, from the biomechanics point of view, the classification

of the joint models depends on the degrees of freedom (DOF) of the joint motion.

The motion which occurs in most anatomical joints involves 3-D movement which

is described by six independent coordinates or degrees of freedom. Three a¡e used to

describe translational movement ofthejoint and another three are used to describe rot¿tional

movement of the iointl42, 431, Because of the difficulties and complexity of both measure-

ment and description of six degrees of freedom motion, only a few investigators have

consiclered both the translation and rotation which occurs between body segments such

as vertebral bodies of the spine t44, 451, the wrist [46], the knee [47], and the shoulder

l4SJ. To date, most experimental studies of the joint motion have considered only the

relative rotational motion between the articulating bones [49].

Various joint moclels have been reported in the literature. Of all thesejoint models,

five seem to be used most often [27]. These are (classified according to DOF):

(l ) The one-DOF hinge joint. The simplestand common model used to simulate an anatomi-

cal joint in planar motion âbout a single axis embedded in the fixed segment;

(2) The three-DOF (two translations and one rotation) planar joint used to simulate more

general planar joint movement in which relative motion between all points takes place in pæ-

allel planes without a single fixed axis or center of rotation;



(3) The three-DOF spherical or ball and socketjoint. A joint which consists ofa ball-shape.d

head that fits into a concave socket where movement of the moving segment takes place

through rotation about three axes that intersect at the joint center;

(4) The two-DOF spherical joint, which allows rotation about two axes through thejoint;

(5) The six-DOF (three translations and three rotations) spatial joint, A general spatial joint

which does not assume any limitation on the number of degrees of freedom between the mov-

ing and fixed segment.

It should be noted that linkage chains involving more than two rigid bodies have

also been used to moclel anatomical joints such as the wrist [50].

Revolve Joints

ln general revolve motion (or hinge motion) includes both ginglymoid movement,

such as in the elbow joint and the interphalangeal joints of the finger, as well as pivotal

movement, such as the articulation between the radius and ulna where an arch-shaped

surface rotates about a roundecl, or peg-like pivot. It has been used frequently for the

human elbow l5l l, wrist [52], and occasionally for the human shoulder [53], and fingers

T54J.

Planar Joint

The motion in this joint consists of gliding movement such as that between the

carpal bones of the wrist [41]. This three-DOF planar joint is often used as a model for

the shoulder [55], elbow [56], and the radio-ulnar joint [57].

It should be pointed out that a th¡ee-DOF planar analysis ofajoint can be performed

accurately only on a joint that is indeed planar [58]. lf a joint is not truly planar, points

on the moving body will appear to move along instantaneous elliptical pathways about

the fixecl body as the viewer looks normal to the supposed plane of motion, This can



result in great deviation of the instant center locations because an ellipse has no fixed

center of curvature [27].

Three-DOF Spherical Joint

The relative motion is characterized by all points of the moving segment on concen-

tric spheres about a single center point on a fixed body. For this model the moving segment

usually has a fairly welllefined longitudinal axis. This model is frequently assumed for

the human shoulder [56], elbow [59i, and wrist [46].

The position of the moving member with respect to the fixed is defined in a variety

of ways. In Figure l. I , it is assumed that the location of the center of the joint is known.

The relative position is defined by the coordinates of two poins A and B which are not

colinear with the sphere center [27]. The relative position can also be defined by the rontions

about three general axes intersecting at the center of the joint' For anatomical purposes'

the position is often defined by rotations in three orthognal planes (sagittal, frontal, and

transverse), as well as the rotation about the long axis of the body segment [56, 57]' although

other systems are also used [46]. Four systems to clefine relative position are outlined

in [27]. When translations are zeto, Euler angles are the most convenient to define the

relative motion t49, 601.

Many investigators have made it clear that for finite spatial rotation, the sequence

of rotation is extremely important and must be specified for a unique description ofjoint

motion 127, 41, 611. ln contrast, it has been noted [60, 62] that finite rotations performed

about axes of a joint coordinate system are not dependent upon sequence. The sequence

independence or commutative nature can be achieved with proper selection and description

ofthe axes of rotation 149,60,621.In this study, one axis is fixed to the stationary segment

and the other is fixed to the moving segment, which results in the sequence being dependent

t6tl.



Fig. 1.1 Three-DOF spherical joint

This three-DOF spherical joint model i;; usecl in this study to describe the motion

at the shoulder and wrist. Euler angles are usecl to describe the rotation.

The two-DOF spherical joint models are special cases of the three-DOF models.

Two versions have appeared in the medical literature and they are illustrated in Figure

1.2 (a) and (b) t271. The model in Figure 1.2 (a) has been used for the human shoulder

[63], elbow [64] and wrist. It differs from the general three-DOF spherical joint in that

axial rotation is neglected.

The second type of two-DOF spherical joint can be modeled as a slotted ball and

socket joint and is illustrated in Figure i.2 (b). This joint permits rotation about two axes

through the joint center. One axis is perpendicular to the plane of the slot, and the other

lies in the plane of the slot and corresponds to the longitudinal axis of the moving segment,

This model has been used for the human elbow [56] and differs from the general th¡ee-DOF

sphericaljoint in tha! one axis of rotation is const¡ained to a fixed plane, usually the sagittal



Position 1

Position 2

(a). Two-DOF Spherical Joint

(Axial rotation is neglected)

(b). Two-DOF Spherical Joint

(Axial rotation and flexiorVextension
are allowed)

Fig. 1.2 Two-DOF spherical joint

plane. The angles usually used to clescribe the relative motion are the flexion-+xtension

angle ancl the axial rotation angle.

Because of the fact that the second two-DOF spherical joint model is the best

and simplest to describe the human elbow, as well as that the same Euler angle coordinate

system can be applied as that for the tkee-DOF spherical shoulder and w¡ist model, it

was used in this study to describe the elbow motion.

General Six-DOF Joint

The six-DOF joint has been used for the human wrist [46], and canine shoulde¡

joint [65l.

The most commonly used analytic method for the description of six-DOF spatial

motion is the use of a screw displacement axis (SDA) [46]. Unfortunately, the screw axis

I
I
I r----

/l
/

'.,----z/,/



parameters are highly sensitive to measurement errors [48'|, and these errors increase as

the motion is approximated by increasingly finer displacements.

Although the six-DOF joint model permits both overall consideration of the g¡oss

relative motion between two segments, the relative motion is clifficult both to measu¡e

and to describe. Therefore, the general six-DOF joint model was not used in this study.

I i ? Erruation nf Mntion Mr¡scle Model and an Indeterminate Prohlem

An understanding of the statics, kinematics and dynamics of human motion is funda-

mental. Kinematics is the position, velocity, ancl acceieration relationships between manipu-

lator segments, Statics is the relationship between the forces and torques at the segmenl

Dynamics is the relationship between the kinematics and the statics [66].

Conceptually, there are two types ofrigid body clynamics 126,671. One is classified

as the Direct Dynamics Problem (DDP) in which the external forcing functions applied

to the mechanical system are known and the objective is to determine the resulting motion

of the system due to the applied forces and moments. The other type of problem is defined

by the authors as the Inverse Dynamics Problem (lDP). In these problems the motion

of the mechanical system is known in va¡ious forms but the externally applied forces

and moments are to be determined. No matter which of the two problems is dealt with,

to analyze the dynamic behavior of a mechanical system a mathematical model must be

established. As a matter of fact, in the analysis, design or identification of manipulators,

or robotics, the first step is the derivation of the system's equations of motion [68].

The dynamic behavior is described in terms of the time rate of change of the system

configuration in relation to the joint torques exerted by the muscles. This relationship



can be expressed by a set of differential equations, called the equations of motion, that

govern the clynamic response of the links to input joint torques [69].

Two methods can be used in order to obtain the equations of motion: the Newton-

Euler formulation, and the Lagrangian formulation [69, 70]. The Newton-Euler formulation

is described by the direct interpretation of Newton's Second Law of Motion, which describes

dynamic systems in terms of force and momentum. The equations incorporate all the fo¡ces

and moments acting on the individual links. The equations obtained from the Newton-Euler

method include the constraint forces acting between adjacent links. Thus, additional opera-

tions are required to eliminate these terms and obtain explicit relations between the joint

torques and resultant motion in terms ofjoint displacement. In the Lagrangian formulation,

on the other hand, the system's dynamic behavior is described in terms of work and energy

using generalized coordinates. All the workless fo¡ces and consÍaint forces are automatical-

ly eliminated in this method [69]. Considering the advantages ( to be discussed in detail

in Chapter 2 ) of the Lagrangian fo¡mulation over the Newton-Euler method, Lagrangian

formulation was used in this study.

The joint moments obtained by Lagrangian formulation is only a 'net' or resultant

moment exerted by all the muscles that do work during the motion. But information on

the forces produced by individual skeletal muscles or muscle groups during normal motion

is important to the understanding of muscle mechanics, muscle physiology, musculo-skele-

tal mechanics, neurophysiology and motor control [71]. In IDP cases, theproblemis general-

ly indeærminate, that is, there are more unknowns than available equations. Therefore,

no unique solution can be obtained. The indeterminacy of individual muscle is explained

as follows: (l) when an external moment must be equalibrated across ajoint, a biomechani-

cal model of the joint and its muscles can be established, and a set of muscle fo¡ces that

equilibrate that external moment found; (2) however, most joints of the human body æe



crossed by a large number of muscles. There are at most six equations of equilibrium

( three force equations and three moment equations ) to be satisfied, but there are often

more than six muscle forces to be calculated 1721. For example, An et al [34] included

nine muscles in their model of the elbow. In such models, the calculation of the muscle

contraction forces constitute s a statically indeterminate problem. Meanwhile, the following

three reasons cause discrepancies in the results of muscle forces obtained by different

investigators t3l l: (l) differences in the way thejoint is modeled (as we discussed above);

(2) differences in how the muscle force line-¡f-action is represented (i.e., differences

in the muscle model); (3) differences in the way the three joint axes a¡e defined (i.e.,

differences in decomposing the force vector into three unique components to classify each

component based on its algebraic sign). Additional complication arises in the case of multi-

ple-joint muscle or muscles that cross two or more joints [31].

An approach often taken to solve this indeterminate problem is to use an optimization

technique 172,73,74]¡.In this method, an optimization scheme is required and an objective

function needs to be identified to generate exûa equations needed to solve the problem

|¡75,76,771. Muscle EMG method may be used to predict individual muscle force for

the elbow flexor muscles. But the primary problem in using the EMG is its sensitivity

to varying conclitions such as muscle action types, velocity of contraction, fatigue, haining

and detraining l7l l. Although other investigators have proposed an in vivo or di¡ect mea-

surement of the forces of individual muscles by implanting a special Eansducer on the

selected tendons [71], this in vivo recording is still doubted in the application of human

motion by many investigators.

I ? ? Ioint Mnment nf Fnrca f nr'Tnrnrre I Änelvrit
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In order to investigate the patterns ofhuman motion and muscular activity responsi-

ble for the motion, not only the moments of indiviclual muscle or muscle group are important,

but also the resultant joint moment and the moment components at the local principle

axes ( i.e., moments produced by the force that is normal to the local motion plane) [78,

791. Schneider et al [37], in a dynamic analysis of human multisegmental movement during

a task involving the upper extremity, partitioned the moments into four categories that

can be defined generally as follows [80,81]:

(l ) Netjointmoment. The sum of all thepositive and negative moment components (gravita-

tional, interactive and muscle) that act at a joint;

(2) Graviøtional moment. A passive moment resulting from gravity acting at the center of

mass of each segmenti

(3) Inæractive moments. Passive moments arising from mechanical inte¡actions between

segments, such as inertial forces proportional to segmental accelerations or centripetal

forces proportional to the square of segmental velocities,

(4) Generalized muscle moment. A 'generalized' moment that includes forces arising ftom

active muscle conÍactions and from passive deformations of muscles tendons, ligaments,

and other periarticular tissues. Because the effects of muscula¡ forces are embedded within

this component, the generalized muscle moment comprises the actively-controlled elements

of limÞtrajectory motor programs.

Schneider pointed out that the net, gravitational and interactive moments can be

calculated directly from the limb kinematics. Therefore the generalized muscle moment

can be calculated as a 'residual'term, because the sum of the generalized muscle moment"

gravitational moment and interactive moments equals the net moment, This generalized

ll



muscle moment or'residual' moment has also been called 'joint torque' [82], 'muscle

moment' 1831, and 'moment of force' t84, 85, 70Ì.

When investigating the patterns of motion of the serving arm during the performance

of the tennis serve, Bahamond [79] calculated the resultant joint torque and forces at the

shoulder ancl elbow joints by utilizing the inverse dynamic approach. The resultant torques

were then projected onto rotation and horizontal adduction torques at the shoulder and

flexion--extension and pronation-supination torques at the elbow. Then conclusions were

clrawn as the contribution of each torque at different phases during the tennis serving.

Andersson et al l86j reported their study on elbow flexion--extension moments

when subjects were doing heavy exertion, and divided the moments into active joint moment

(caused by active muscle conuaction) and passive muscle moment. The passive joint mo-

ment was reportecl negligible in situations of heavy exertion. Two terms, 'muscle conÍaction

moment' and 'moment of force', were used by Jensen et al. [85] when they studied the

relationship between upper extremity moments and swimming training. The moments for

shoulder ancl elbow extension were demonstrated in two ways. Firstl¡ swimmers in a

training program tencled to increase thei¡ contraction moments. Secondly, faster swimmers

tended to have greater contraction moments. These results were of use in providing insight

into the relative contribution of upper extremity contraction moments to frontal swimming.

I .3.4 Mechanical Work. Energy and Power

No movement takes place without energy flow. Determination of the variables

related to the energetics during human motion is a matter ofconsiderable interest to resea¡ch-

ers and clinicians. Without that information, nothing is known about the energy flow that

causes the observed movement. Diagnostically, it is founcl that joint mechanical powers

t2



are the most discriminating of all in the assessment of pathological gair Without joint

mechanical power, erroneous or incomplete assessments would be made that would not

be detected by EMG or moment--of-force analyses [701. Also, valid mechanical work

calculations are essential to any efficiency assessments that are made in sports and work-re-

lated tasks and rehabilitation [89].

Following is a review of the approaches utilized by researchers in the analysis

of mechanical energetics of human motion.

In general, two main methods a¡e available to compute the mechanical energetics

of human movement: (l ) to infer the work performed by examining the energy changes

of the body and its constituent segment; (2) to compute the work from the knowledge

of the resultant moments of force at the joint and their angular displacements (or directly

using muscle force anci muscle length changes) [i7.1. Most researchers have used the energy

based approach, no doubt because of its methodologically simpler process of recording

segment energetics rather than joint kinetics.

Early attempts based on the energy approach utilized the moments of the center

of gravity of the bocly, eg. ltl8l. When more than one segmental energy was determined

some means of combining them became necessary ltig, 901. These investigators measured

the energy components of each limb segment and added them to obtain a measu¡e of

total body energy. The changes in this curve were then taken as being representative of

the internal work to move the body. A numbe¡ of other formulations of limb segment

energies, eg. [91], defined transfers within the segments. Winter [92] then proposed that

the absolute changes in the total body energy be taken into account fo¡ both the positive

and negative work of the musculature.

This straight algebraic summation of energies demanded by the worþenergy rela-

tionship implies that decreases in the segmental energy could be 'traded off' against in-



creases in anofher segment. This process is termed transfer between segments. But it has

been noted by a number of investigators that under many circumstances transfer between

segments as defined by the above authors is not taking place because these Íansfe¡s a¡e

dependent on the interconnections between segments [87]. Williams and Cavanagh [93]

reviewecl these problems and highlighted some of thedifficulties associated with thecompu-

tation of mechanical power from segmental energies only. Zatsiorski et al. [94] calculated

mechanical power from segmentål energies using a number of the methods noted above

and commented on tÏe huge discrepancies between different methods.

A parallel approach, which requires knowledge of the joint kinetics, also allows

calculation of mechanical work and transfers. Using the joint moments and joint kinematics,

Hubley ancl Wells [95] computed the work while Winter and Robertson [96] computed

the power.

Winter and Robertson [96] and Roberlson and Winter [83] have described in detail

how the energy flow or transfer in a link segment model of the human body can be computed

and interpreted. Standard procedures [97] are used to obtain the net joint moments and

forces. These are then usecl to define four energy flows per segment, two at each end:

( I ) The joint power P¡ is the rate at which energy is entering or leaving a segment though

the joint (either through bone on bone contact or ligamentous forces) and is passive in

nature and requires no metabolic expenditure. It is defined as the vector dot product of

the joint velocity and the net joint reaction force. (2) The muscle power P' is the power

generated through the muscle and under certain circumstances, through the ligarrcnt. It

is defined as the product of the netjoint moment and the segment's angular velocity [97].

It should be noted that this æchnique automatically calculates any external work that is

done. The external power will be reflected in increasecl joint moments, which when multi-



plied by the joint angular velocity will show an increased power equal to that done externally

l7ll. Therefore, this approach allows one to separate transfers segment by segment.

Unfortunately, the energy approach and the work approach do not, in general, lead

to the same conclusions regarding t¡ansfer and saving ofenergy. The causes ofthediscrepan-

cy were clearly demonstrated by Wells [87] with three experiments on three type oftransfers.

Firstly, a standing person rising slowly onto tiptoes was considered. Because the potential

and thus the total energy of all segments increases in phase , the energy base method

will predict no transfer between segments. But the joint-work approach will show that

positive work is done at the ankle joint and that transfers through the joint centers of

all segments have occurred by virtue of thei¡ non-zero velocity. Therefore the joint-work

approach allows us to determine where the energy came from (ankle joint in this example)

and how energy is redistributed through the skeletal system. The second experiment consid-

ered the person swinging one arrn as a pendulum. In the ideal case, when the potential

and kinetic energies are in anti-phase and of equal amplitude, the total segment energy

will be constant. If the energies are not so related the segment's totål energy varies and

net work must have been done on the segment. The transfer within the segment can be

calculated l9ll using the energy based method. The joint-work approach is insensitive

to these types of transfer within a segment. The thircl experiment considered a standing

person who slowly raises one arm and lowers the other in the frontal plane. In this example,

the energy is mainly in potential form, and the energy based method will predict a Eansfer

between the segments (one arm is increasing energy and the other is decreasing). The

joint-work approach will show no transfer across the shoulder, but it will show generation

of energy at one shoulder joint and an absorption at the other. In this example, one set

of shoulder abductors must perform positive work and the other must perform negative
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work. One can not be 'traded off' against the other as is implied in the energy method.

The energy based method therefore gives erroneous informaúon in this situation.

In addition, the energy based approach has been criticized in recent years not only

because it gives erroneous information by denying the energy exchanges taking place

within each segment, or between adjacent segments [84], but also that even a correctly

calculaæcl total body energy curve yields no information as to the sou¡ce of generation

and absorption of that energy. On the other hand, the joint-work approach has attracted

a great deal of attention in the study of human movement energetics.
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CHAPTER 2

ESTABLISHMENT OF THI' KINEMATIC

MODEL OI'HUMAN UPPI'R LIMB

Simple motions (single joint, or one, or twolimensional motions) have been mod-

elecl with reasonable success. For the clynamic analysis of connected segment systems,

mathematical models consisting of interconnectecl mass elements, springs, dampers, and

actuators (muscles, motion generators) are often used. The complexity increases when

the motion of such moclels is to be determined by clefining the time history of the position

of indiviclual segments, or by application of motor forces. In fact, as more segments are

involved in the problem, the computation required increases rapidly due to the interactions

of forces and moments between joints.

Formulating the equations of motion can be done in several ways. The fi¡st and

most directr but possibly the least effrcient way, is to apply Newton's law of dynamics

to each segment in the moclel, Although the reaction forces and moments caused by the

constraints due to the connections between adjacent segments are obtained as by-products

of the solution, the method is cumbersome and does not lend itself easily to a general

dynamic simulation program. However, if some concepts of graph theory are incorporated

with Newton's laws of motion, a methodical proceclure can be used to write dynamic

simulation programs which are self-formulating.



The second method to formulate the e<¡uations of motion is to utilize Lagrangian

clynamics, which accommodates constraints much better. This procedure for writing equa-

tions of motion was developed by J. L. Lagrange around 1780. It is based on the energy

method, ancl can be used in the general, manylegree s-¡f-freedom case. Lagrange's equa-

tions require the concept of vi¡tual displacement and employ system energy and work,

as a function of the generalized coordinates to obtain a set of second--order differential

equations of motion. Equations can be obtained by describing either forces, for linea¡

coordinates, or moments, for angular coordinates. To a large extent the method reduces

the entire field of dynarnics to a single procedure involving the same basic steps, regardless

of the number of segments considered, the type of coordinates employed, the number

of constraints on the model, whether the system is conservative or not. This method has

been employecl by many investigators in the formulation of equations of motion [], 2].

Which method is more suitable? Each method has its advantages and disadvantages.

However, the Lagrangian method is systematic in any suitable coordinates. A procedure

based on Lagrange's dynamics was developecl in this study and it is suitable for computer

implementation using symbolic manipulation language. Before we go any further, a review

of Lagrange's method is necessary. The derivation of Lagrange's equations can be found

in any advanced dynamics or robotics textbook such as I3l.

2.1.1 Degrees of Freedom. Generalized Coordinates

An important concept in the description of a clynamic system is that of degrees

of freedom (DOF). The number of degrees of freedom is equal to the number of coordinates

used to specify the configuration of the system minus the number of independent equations

of constraint. A particle that can move freely in space has six DOR three rotations and
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three translations. Usuall¡ it is possible to find a set of independent coordinates which

describe the configuration and which can vary freely without violating the consÍaints,

In this case, there are as many degrees of freedom as there are coordinates.

The configuration of a given system may be expressecl in terms of various sets

of coorclinates. Hence no specific set of coordinates is uniquely suited to the analysis

of a given mechanical system. Many coordinate systems are possible; in fact, there is

an infinite number. But, in any case, the number of coordinates is equal to the number

of degrees of freedom plus the number of indepenclent equations of const¡aint. Any set

ofnumbers which serve to specify the configuration ofa system is an example of gen.eralized

coordinu¡as, even tlough they do not have a discernible geometrical significance. The

term generalized coordinates can refer to any of the commonly used coordinate systems.

As we proceed to a discussion of Lagrange's equations, it will become apparent

that the mathematical analysis of a dynamical system is simplified by choosing a set of

indcpendcnt getteralized coorditr¿¡es. In this case, the number of independent generalized

coordinates is equal to the number of degrees of freedom; hence there are no equations

of const¡aint. Any adclitional coordinates in the model are known as superfluous or depen-

dent coordinates. The ¡elations between the independent and superfluous coordinates are

in fact constraint equations. If the dependent coorclinates can be eliminated, the system

is called holonomic. Nonholonomic syste ms always require more coordinates for thei¡

description than there are degrees of freedom. By definition, the first and second derivatives

ofageneralized coordinate q, with respectto time are called the generalized velocity er and

the generalizecl acceleration 4, respectively. The relation between the position vector fi of

a point i in the system and the generalized coordinates fql'are called transformation equa-

tions. It is assumed that these equations are in the form:
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.(, = f,,

1, = 1'

-- q". I I

.... q^. l )

( qt, qt. qt.

( qr. qr. qt. 2.1

Ì:, = f" ( 4r. 42. Qt. -., q". | )

2.1.2 The Lagrangþn Function

The Lagrangian function L is definecl as the difference between the total kinetic

energy (KE) and the total potential energy (PE) in the system, i.e.,

L = KE-PE

The kinetic energy for a system is defined as the work done on the system to increase

its velocity from rest to some value that is measured reiative to a global (inertial) reference

system. The existence ofan inertial reference system is a fundamental postulate ofclassical

clynamics. Potential energy exists if the system is uncler the influence of conservative

forces. Hence the segment potential energy here is defined as the energy possessed by

virtue of a segment's position in a gravity fielcl relative to a selected datum level (usually

ground level) in the system. ln the case of a spring, potential energy is the energy stored

in the spring due to its elastic deformation.

2.1.3 Generalized Forces ()

A nonsonservative force F, action on a system can be resolved into components

corresponding to each generalized coorclinate./, (i=1,..., n) in the system. This is also

true for constraint forces. A generalized force 0, is the component of the forces that do
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work when q, is varied and all other generalized coordinates are kept constant. ln more

useful terms, if f fo¡ces are acting on the system, then

n' =E^"w. F",ðR, F. ôR,

Ã.ã t 2.2

where R, is the position vector of the force F; , and )", is the constraint force.

In an angular coordinate system this generalizecl force becomes a moment.

2. 1.4 Lagrange's Equations

One of the principle forms of Lagrange's equations is

(#) i=1..... n

in which the 0, 's are generalized forces (forces in linear coordinates, moments in angular

coordinates), 4, 's are independent generalizecl coordinates, and L is the Lagrangian func-

tion, n is the number of independent generalized coonlinates (or in holonomic systems,

the number of DOF),

In the next section, the procedure to model human upper limbs and the application

of Lagrangian dynamics to establish the equations of motion for the system is developed

in cletail. Before the development, the principle aclvantages of Lagrange's method are out-

linecl below.

(l). The amount of geometric reasoning required may be substantially less because only

velocity, and not acceleration, is required. Further, the sign problem is easier because

the square of velocity is used.

2.3
ôL

dq,

d

dt
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(2). The method deals essentially with scalar, rather than vector relations.

(3). For conservative systems, forces are not considered.

(4). The method avoids consideration of inertial forces within rhe system.

(5). The number ofequations is determined automatically once the independent generalized

coordinates are correctly chosen.

(6). For holonomic systems, no constraint equations are needed.

(7). It is a systematic method and can be implemented by computer programers.

The principle disadvantages of Lagrange's method are:

(l). It proceeds in a routine way without indicating physical cause and effect until the

final step. Thus physical intuition is severely limited.

(2). The amount of algebra may be substantially greater than in a force equilibrium proce-

dure, particularly if the system is nonconservative.

2.2 Review of the Kinematir's nf the Shorlder Cnmnlev Flhnw f-nrnnley an¡l f{anÀ

Lack of the published studies about movement of human upper limbs as a whole

is one of the reasons for doing this study. The modeling of joinrs of the upper limb has

been one of the targets of many investigators. Unfortunately, these models have not satisfied

many investigators either because only one joint was considered or because the motion

was limiæd to only one or two dimensions. Modeling the shoulder complex has been

a challenge to the investigators, because of the lack of an appropriate biomechanical data-

base, as well as the anatomical complexity of the shoulder and its multi-joint nature.

The term 'shoulder complex' refers to the combinarion of the shoulderjoint (the glenohum-

eraljoint) and the shoulcler girdle which includes the clavicle, scapula and thei¡ articulations.

An anatomical description and a brief account of studies on the shoulder complex is given
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in [4] and more details can be found in textbooks [5]. Recently, Engin et al. [6] described

work on the proper biomechanical description and simulation of the human shoulder com-

plex. Engin and his associates [7], proposed a kinematic data collection methodology by

means of sonic emitters and associated data analysis technique. Based on this dat¿ collection

methodology, they established a statistical database for the shoulder complex sinus for

the male population, aged l8-32. The statistical database established by Engin and Chen

[8] was cast in a form compatible with the model by obtaining a set of unit vectors describing

circumductory motion of the upper arm as a torso-fixed coordinate system. This set of

unit vectors was then employed to determine the parameters of a composite shoulder com-

plex sinus of a simplified version of the proposecl model, Later on, a mathematical descrip-

tion of the humerus orientation with respect to the torso was given in terms of eight joint

variables l9l. Since the system was a kinematically redundant one, an optimization method

using a 'minimum joint motion' criterion was int¡oduced to obtrin the solution for the

joint variables.

Compared to the shoulder complex, the human elbow joint (or complex) is a bit

easier to model and clescribe. In the past two decades, elbow prostheses have been developed

and widely used forjoints destroyed by disease or Eauma. The elbow complex is composed

of three articulations: the humeroradial, the hume¡oulnar, and the superior radioulnar; it

has been modeled as a trochoginglymus joint possessing two rotation degrees of freedom

(flexion-+xtension ancl pronation-supination) by most investigators [l0].

Investigations of no¡mal wrist kinematics date back to the late nineteenth century.

These early studies were largely limiæd to planar motion analyses. The need for accurate,

quantitative description of wrist kinematics became more apparent with the introduction

of total wrist arthroplastry as a method of treatment for advanced rheumatoid arthritis

and post-traumatic osteoarthritis. Total wrist prostheses reflecæd widely differing design
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criteria. The prostheses developed by Menli I l] and Hamas I l2] are both of a ball-and

socket design and differ kinematically in the location of the center of rotation. A quantitative

threelimensional description of wrist kinematics obtained from a statistically significant

number of no¡mal subjects was reported by Brumbaugh et al. [3]. The screw displacement

axis (SDA) concept was introduced to describe the motion ofthe hand relative to a reference

frame embedded in the radius. From the degrees of freedom point of view, the wrist

mocleled by the above authors has only two DOF: flexion--extension and ulnar-radial devi-

ation. The third DOF was int¡oduced in this study, i.e., the inward--outwa¡d rotation of

hand relative to the forearm.

2.3 Kinematic Model of Human Upper Limb and Choice of Coordinate System

The complexity of the function ond ono,ory of the human upper exEemity has

been long recognized from a biomechanical stanclpoint. The upper extremity is a remarkable

manipulator possessing both strength and control. A threelimensional kinematic model

and a description ofhuman upper limb have not been well cleveloped. Although the kinemat-

ic model of upper limb developed by Langrana [4] included three-dimensional motion

of shoulder complex and elbow complex, the wrist joint, a signifrrcant joint in the human

upper limb, was not considered. Model of upper limb reported by Jackson [15] was made

to swing only in the sagittal plane. In this study, a threeìimensional model of upper

limb is developed. But due to the difficulties and lack of data for the hand (finger) and

shoulder complex, the upper limb was modeled as three connected rigid bodies; upper

arm-forearm-hand.
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2.3. I Anatoml¿ and Motion of Upper Limb. and DOF

Figure 2.1 shows the anatomical structure of the human upper extremity from the

posterior view.

( I ) Movements of the Shoulder Joint

As is well known, the shoulder joint and shoulder girdle comprise the shoulder

complex. Because of the lack of motion data on the shoulder girdle, only the shoulder

joint is consiclered in this study.

The shoulder joint, formed by the articulation of the humerus with the scapula,

is modeled as a ball-and-socket joint (threelimensional spherical joint). This structural

nature of the shoulderjoint makes possible a wide variety of movements and combinations

of movements.

Typical movements in the shoulder joint are shown in Figure 2.2:U6l

(a) Ab- ancl ad- duction (shown in Figure 2.2 (a))

Abduction is sicleward elevation of the armt adduction is the return movement.

Humerus movement from the sicleposition is common in throwing, tackling, and striking

activities.

(b) In- ancl out- ward rotation (shown in Figure2.2 (b))

lnward rotation is the turning of the humerus around its long axis to the medial

side. Outward rotation is the opposite, with the humerus turning around its long axis to

the lateral side.

(c) Flexion and extension (shown in Figure 2.2 (c))

A forward elevation of the arm is called flexiou the return movement is extension.

Flexion and extension of the shoulderjoint are performed frequently supporting the body

weight in a hanging position or in a movement from a prone position on the ground.
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Fig. 2.1 Anatomical structure of the human upper extremity from the posterior view



(a). Abduction and Adduction

Ourwarci Roralioñ/ft6
f U=Õr\lt L _Yl
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(b). In- and outward Rotation

C¡rcumduEr¡on

(c). Flexion and Ext€nsion

Fig. 2.2 Motion of human arm at the shoulder

(2) Movements of the Elbow and Radie-Ulnar Joints

Functionally, there is distinct separation between the elbow joint and the radio-¡¡lnar

joints, the former allowing flexion and extension of the radius and ulna with respect to

the humerus, and the latter allowing pronation and supination of the forearm [16]. The

motion of the arm at the elbow is shown in Figure 2.3.

Flexion - movement of the hand to the shoulder by bending the elbow

Extension - return to the straight arm
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Pronation - movement of the radius on the ulna by moving the hand from palm

up to palm down position

Supination - movement of the raclius on the ulna by moving the hand from palm

down to palm up

(a) Flexion and Extension (b) Pronation and Supination

Fig. 2.3 Motion of human arm at the elbow

As a matter of fact, the elbow joint serves the shortening and lengthening of the

upper extremity, and the radio-ulnar join! moves the hand in pre-and supi- natory direction.

The whole complex has two degrees of freedom, hinge motion as well as axial motion

(i.e., a twolimensional spherical joint).

(3) Movements of tle Wrist

Anatomically and structurally the wrist and hand of man is a highly developed,

complex mechanism capable of a variety of movements. This is due to the arrangement

of the 29 bones, 25 moveable joints, and over 30 muscles.

A complete discussion of all the complexities of the wrist and hand is far beyond

the scope of this study. Our concem is with the wrist move ment, not its anatomical structure.

Thus the hand will be modeled as one rigid body connecæd to the forearm (radius and

ulna) by the wrist joint. Typically, the wrist joint permits ulnar flexion, radial flexion,
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flexion, extension, and ci¡cumduction [16]. The third motion, i.e., inwa¡d--outward rotation

was also studied in [7].
Flex iory'extension and aMuctio¡Vadduction are shown in Figure 2.4. Ci¡cumduction

is a combination movement, consisting offlexion, abduction, hyperextension, and adduction

occurring in sequence in eithe¡ this or the reverse order. Thus, the wrist joint has three

degrees of freedom, one describing flexion and extension, one describing aMuction and

adduction, one describing inward and outwa¡d rotâtion.

dî<)\
--'Ã\ 

Exreñ3ron--\'r\ I

N/
Hyperêxten5ion

(a). Flexion and Extension

Radiål Fìex¡on

(b). Radial Flexion and Ulna¡ flexion

Fig. 2.4 Motion of human arm at the wrist

(4) Summary of the DOF and Movements of the Human Upper Limb

At the Shoulder:

I DOF <+ Flexion/extension

I DOF <+ AMuction/adduction

I DOF <+ I¡wa¡d/outward rotation

I DOF <+ Flexion/extension

At the elbow:
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At the wrist:

I DOF ë honation/supination

I DOF <+ Flexion/extension

I DOF <+ Radial flexion/ulnar flexion

I DOF <+ Inwa¡d/outward rotation

2.3.2 Analytical Description of the Movements of the Shoulder. Elbow and Wrist

Joint

Based on the cliscussion of movements at the shoulder, elbow and wristjoints (sec-

tion 2.3.l), two types of spherical joint models were used in describing their movements:

a threeìimensional sphericaljoint model for shoulder and wrist joints, a twolimensional

spherical joint model for the elbow (and radio-ulnar joint). As mentioned in Chapter 1,

the twoìimensional sphericaljoint model is a special case of the threelimensional spheri-

cal joint modelt therefore, a clescription of the system that is used to describe the threeli-

mensional sphericaljoint moclel is applicable to the twolimensional spherical joint model.

In this section, it is shown that the Eulerian angle description matches the rot¿tional motion

of the spherical joint model.

( I ) Eulerian Angle System

The spherical joint model is commonly used for analyzing anatomical joints. This

type of joint allows three DOF of rotation; in other words, three angles are required to

specify the relative position between the moving ancl the fixecl segments. It has been pointed

out that for finite spatial rotation, the sequence of rotation is extremely important and

must specifìed for a unique description of joint motion. Although it is possible to make

the finite rotation sequence independent or commutative by proper selection and definition
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of the axes of rotation between two bony segments, an ordinary Eulerian angle system

with rotation sequence dependence is introducecl. This description system is easy to define

and understand.

Several different Eulerian angle systems have been used. The one used here is

the type that is widely used in aeronautical engineering and also in the analysis of missiles

and other space vehicles [8ì. This type has also been used recently in the functional

study of arm movement [7j.
In Figure 2.5 (a), (b) and (c), let X, Y, Z be unit vectors along three orthognal

axes (sagittal , fronøl and transverse). The order of the rotations and the Euler angles

are defined as follows:

v"( v')

x'(x')

(b)

Fig.2.5 Z-X-Y Euler Angles

(a). rotation about the Z axis through an angle f
ç

Z --+ z' (= Zl

X --- x'

Y --' y'

(b). rotation about x' axis through an angle d

(c)

x'

(a)
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0

x, --¡ x,, (= x')

y'- y"

. z' --+ z"

(c). rotation about y" axis through an angle g :

tll

x" tx

y" ..+ y (= y")

ztt -z

These three rotations can be expressed by the following three rotation matrix equa-

It is important to recognize that two of the rotational axes (2, x', y" ) are nonorthog-

nal; consequently, the system is difficult to use readily in kinetic analysis. We will see

that angular velocity and acceleration have to be transformed into a set of principle axes

or body axes (axes fixed in the segmenÐ i¡ terms of the defined Euler angles (p 0

v' )'

(2) Coorclinate Systems

[;i] 'lil ^,F#::í il 24

l;ii1 
= ' [l] xe =l 

I j* js I 2s

l;] = ^'[i;i1 ^r =t:r 
å l#] 26



Normally, to describe the spatial position of a rigid body, two sets of coordinate

systems are needed. The first coordinate system, which is common to atl body segments

is the inertial coordinate system or fixed frame of reference. The second coordinate system

is the bocly (or principle in mechanics) coordinate system. These orthognal axes are defined

as follows (shown in Figure 2.6):

forearm

*
hand--+-

Fig. 2.6 Coorclinate system for the description of the arm motion

XYZ: inertial axes or fixecl frame of reference with origin fixed in the cent€I of

the shoulder.

xyz: principle or body axes, fixed in the upper arm, with origin at the shoulder,

ABC: same as xyz except that their origin is fixed at the elbow.

abc: principle or body axes, fixed in the forearm with origin at the elbow.

UVW: same as abc except that their origin is fixed at the wrist.

uvw: principle or bocly axes, fixed in the hand, with origin at the wrisl

T
upperarm

t
+
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The relations between XYZ and xyz, ABC and abc, UVW and uvw are shown

in the following transformation malrix between the orthognal axes:

AgrAsrl¡,

= xv\t,

= ltltln,.

where matrices Ar, 7r, Ar, Ar, , Xr't. , 7r' 1r, Xl, are given by the Equations

2.4,2.5 and 2.6.

The Euler angles of each body axis with respect to a fixed frame of reference

can be calculated, to give the rotation of each body segment (upper arm, forearm and

hancl) with respect to the fixed frame of reference. For joint rotation, the relative motion

of !he bocly axes with respect to each other is needed to simplify the formulation of equations

of motion. Therefore, relative rotation angles are usecl in this study for convenience and

classification.

To specify the different motions at different joins' Q, 0 and g with number sub-

script (l: upperarm; 2: forearm; 3: hand) are assigned as follows:

At the Shoulder:

t;lIi]

2.9

Ir]

Ir]

l'l

[:]

f , : Flexiory'exte nsion



At the elbow:

â, : Abduction/adduction

g, : lnward/outward rotation

Cz: flexion/extension

g, : pronation/supination

At the wrist:

fr : flexion/extension

0, : ulnar flexion/radial flexion

r/¡ : inward/outwarcf rotation

(3) Derivation of angular velocity in terms of the Euler angles

As it will be seen later, angular velocity is needed in the Lagrangian formulation

of equations of motion. Therefore, derivation of the angular velocity in terms of the Eule¡

angles is discussed here.

As the angles Q. 0 and I vary, the body moves, and has therefore an angular

velocity vector. An obvious form for this vector is

,=òz+0x'+lty" 2.10

but this suffers from the defect of being expressed in terms of several different reference

frames. That axes z. x'and y" are not perpendicular to each other makes this angular

velocity vector difficult to use in mechanical analysis. To do an energy analysis, one

neecls moments of inertia. For this purpose it is more convenient to express ø in terms

of its components relative to xyz (axes fixed in the body or principle axes). Then,

@=(t)lr+@r!+@t?. 2.11

and the following obvious identities can be use (derived from maÍix Equations 2.4,2.5

and 2.6\
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z=

v". =

-cos€ sinltx + sinay + cos0cosv/z

cosgx + sinV,z

v
Ì 

2n

Ì 
2ß

and the angular velocities are derived as the following:

a,={cos0sing+0cosrp
at,=$sinî+lt
6¡, = $cosîcosrlt + 0sinr/

o,. a, and ø, are three components ofangular velocity vector ø relative to body

axes xyz. The above relations are sometimes called Euler's geometrical equations. The

relationship between the first derivatives (C. e, g ) of Euler angles and the angular velocity

components expressed in the xyz directions are given by the following transformation

[;i] [::äil:il il lå]

If, now, we let 1,. t,, /, be the principle moments of inertia about body axes at

the fixed point, the kinetic energy of the body is then given by

2.t4

,=lu*,'+t,u,2+tst,')

The purpose to introduce energy forms stored in human body is twofold:

(l) to analyze energy variation of the upper limb movement;

2.r5



(2) to form Lagrangian formulation of equations of motion.

2.4.1 Potential Enerqy and Kinetic Energy

Energy can be storecl in two forms: kinetic and potential energy [19].

(l) Potential Energy (PE) is the energy due to gravity and, therefore, increases with the

height of the body above ground or above some other suitable datum,

PE = mgh Joules 2.16

where m=mass, kB

g=gravitational acceleration, 9.8m/sl

h= heiBht of center of mass, m

The reference datum should be carefully chosen to fit the problem in question.

Normally it is taken as the lowest point the body takes during the given movement. We

chose the lowest point each subject's arm took during the given motion in this study.

(2). Kinetic Energy. There are two forms of kinetic energy (KE), that due to Eansiational

velocity ancl that due to rotational velocity,

trunslatiotnl 4¿ = lu¡ Joules 2,17

where v=velocity of center of mass, m/s

ft)tatio¡ru| * = + (tþ),1 + tp),1 + t!),2) Joules 2.18

where xyz: body axes (fixed in the body)

I¡, I¡-, Iz: principle rotational moments of inertia with respect lo xyz, kg.m2.

(t),. (t),. @.i rotational velocity components at xyz, racl/s.
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Note that these two energies increase as the velocity squared. The polarity of direc-

tion of the velocity is unimportant because velocity squared is always positive. The lowest

level of kinetic energy is therefore zero.

(3) Totâl Energy. As mentioned previously energy of a body exists in three fo¡ms so that

the total energy of a body is

E, = PE + translational KE + rotatio ol KE

lt^
= mïh + 

rnn? 
+ , (lpt! + l¡or'1 + l pt,'1l Joules 2.19

2.4.2 Formulation of the Lagrangian Function L and Generalizecl Forces (Moments)

At any given time the system energy may consist of

(l) the energy of segments due to their motion-kinetic energy, KE;

(2) the energy of segments due to the position of the system-potential energy, PE;

(3) the energy slored in springs due to their elastic deformation;

(4) the dissipation energy due to friction of the system.

The first, second and third types of energy are included in the Lagrangian function

L (L=KE-PE) of the system. The founh type can be treated as an external force applied

to the system at the proper points rather than energy, and hence it could be covered under

external forces. In the case of dampers it is possible to write an energy expression that

may be included in Lagrangian equations. In order to do this, the spring constant and

damping coefficient must be known. Unfortunatel¡ although a few studies on spring con-

stant ancl damping coefficient have been reported [20, 2l ], the elastic element and damping

element of the muscle and soft tissue are not well understood and the results of most

studies only apply to the specific conditions under which the studies were performed,
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Practical numerical data are not available, Therefore, f¡iction and elastic deformation at

each joint were excluded in this study. It is assumed that each joint is frictionless and

elastic de formation is negligible.

As part of the model description, the extemally applied moments (i.e., generalized

forces) are in a one-to-¡ne correspondence with angular coordinates; moments are used

to replace the generalized forces from now on) are always expressed as components in

the directions of principle axes. In order to form the generalized forces required by La-

grange's equations, we developed the following transformations.

If the Euler angles 4. 0 Ntd l) are given, then the infinitesimal vi¡tual work of

the generalized forces is

ðw=qr¿í+8eô0+Q|AV)

where ôø. ô0. aV are infinitesimal virtual increments of C, d ând li,

Qt. Qe. Qç are generalized forces required by Lagrange's equations.

But from af = õar ,

where a/: an infìnitesimal angular displacement vector

õ: angular velocity vector

we have ðþ, = a,¿t. ôþ, = a¡l¡. ôþ, = adt, and consequently, using the transformation

in Equation 2.14 ,

ôp, = alt = -CosgSin!ðQ + Cosltôq

ôþt=alt=sinoðQ+ù* Ì 2.21

Aþ, = a,¿t = Cos€Cos!4 + Sin!ðO t

The infiniæsimal virtual work ð¡, can be also expressed as



a" = rt.ap = M,ðp, + M,ðp, + M,ôp,

= 1 -M,Cos€Sin! + Mr\inî + M,CosoConlt ) ðç + ( M,Cos1þ + M,Sinþ ) ô0 + MrAv

2.22

Comparing Equation 2.20 and Equation 2.22 gives

Qt = -M,CosgS¡¡np + MSi 0 + M,Cosocosll)

Qe=M,Coslt+M8iñtr

Qç=M'

2.23

i.e., the transformation between the moments and the generalized forces

lH]= f'::i'- 
"'{ ".:iif lrl 224

where M,. M!. M, are externally applied moments in the directions of xyz;

Qt Qe. Qç are generalized moments required by Lagrange's equations.

Now since there are three sets of body axes xyz, abc and uvq there a¡e th¡ee

sets of extemally applied moments M,, My M,, M- Mh, M- and M,, M,' u. in the

directions of xyz, abc and uvw, respectively. Therefore, according to the transformation

in Equation 2.24, we obtain:

at the shoulder

Qt = -M,Cos€tSinlt1 + M,Sin$ + M,Cos0tCoslt1 
ì

ee,=y,ço*,+M,sinrlt I 
2.25

Qt, = M,

at the elbow



Qt, = -M.Sinltt + M,Cosll)z

e", = M"

M,Cosl)z+M"Sinlrr=0
at the wrist

Ì 
226

Q* = - M 
"Cos9rSirtrþ 

+ M'Sin9t + M*Cos03Costþt I
Qer=M,CosP,+M-'\irnl)' I ,'r',
e,¿, = M,. I

From Section 2.1, we know that Lagrange's equations are of the form

*(.t)_ ff=e, i=,,,8

where Ç¡ =ôt, Qz =0t $ =9t,

4¿ = Ò2, 4s = tþt

Qo=ôt,Qi=0t,Qa=9t

Now, the question is how the generalized forces p,'s . (i=1, ..., 8)' are related to

the nine moments, Their relationships are as followings:

Qe=Qyt=M,

Qt = Qq = M"Cos!)t + M*Sirrrlt

8¡ = Q¡ = -M,Cos9$inlt: + M,Sin9t + M'Cos$,Cosþt

Qs=Qø+Qe!=Mb+M,

Q¿ = 8* + Qtt = -Mrs¡ñlr, + M"Cos!)2 - M'Cos9$inJtl + M,Si¡tù + M"CosøCosI)3

Qt = Qs + Qv, + 8r, = M, + Mb + M,.



8t = Qcl+ 8a1 =

Q,=Q¡+8h+

ancl

M,CosVt + M,Sinl)\ + M,CosV, + M"Siñþ!

Qtt = -M,Cos€tSinþ + M*\in01 + M,Cosoçosll)t - M.Sin!, +

M,Cos1p2 - M"Coso\Si V), + M"Sin't + M *Cosq.rcosllt.l

M.Cosl)2+M.Sinlr=0

2.5 Formulation of Lagrangian Dynamic Equations of Motion

The derivation of Lagrangian dynamic equations of motion is a simpler process

than the derivation of Newton's dynamic equations of motion. Still when the number of

segments exceeds two and the motion is in three dimensions to derive the Lagrangian

clynamic equations of motion by hand is time consuming. It is prone to human error due

to the multiplicity of terms in the equations associated with computation of potential and

kinetic energies. This problem becomes even more serious when an attempt is made to

obtain the partial derivatives needed in Lagrangian equations. The above difficulties have

led to the development of a number of symbolic manipulation programs to derive the

equations of motion by Lagrangian equations [221.

Since the author of this thesis did not have access to any of these programs, a

procedure of automatic generation of Lagrangian equations of motion was developed by

making use of a powerful commercial software MATHEMATICA [23] available on the

Unix System. The final result of eight equations is not printed out b€cause it is quiæ

lengthy. But it is possible and useful to discuss the st¡ucture of the eight dynamic motion

equations for the upper limb model.
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From the above discussion, we know that the upper limb is modeled as a set of

three moving rigid boclies connected in a serial chain with one end fixed to the shoulder

and the other end free. The bodies are connected together with two three-DOF spherical

joints at the shoulder and the wrist, and one two-DOF spherical joint at the elbow. There

are three torque actuators (or muscles) acting at each joint with no friction. Generally,

the vector equations of motion of such a manipulator can be written in the form

r(q)q + c(q, q)q + c(q) = Q

where Q is the 8xl vector ofjoint torque generated by the muscle, and q is the 8xl vector

of joint positions (in the form of angular displacement), with q = ¡q, Qz -. qelr =

lQ' 0, g, þ, th Q, 0, grlT . The matrix, H(q), is an 8x8 matrix, called manipula-

tor mass or inertia matrix in robotics. The vector C(q.q)q represents torques arising from

centrifugal and coriolis forces. The vector g(q) represents torques due to gravity. More

properties can be founcl in [24].

2.6 Anthropometric Joint Moclel ancl the Inertial and Segment Paramete¡s

The upper limb is divided into three rigid bodies, which are upper arm, forearm

and hand. The anthropometric data for each subject is obtained from the height and weight

measurement.

Because of the limitation of the dimensional measurement, the three rigid segments

were modeled as three uniform slender rods instead of 3l geomenic shapes as they are

in reality. Then the following pa¡ameters are derived: mass of each segment, length of

each segment, center of mass of each segment, moment of inertia of each segment. All

of these parameters were calculated according to [25 | where the segment mass is expressed

2.28
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as a pefcentage of body weight (w) and the segment length is expressed as a percentage

of body height (H). Moments of inertia were calculated from segmental radii of gyration

at proximal and distal axes and subsequently translated to tle center of mass by the parallel

axis theorem [26].

The following formulas were used to calculate

mass of uPper atm ml=28Ea x W

mass of forearm l7l2 = l '6vo x të'l

mass of hand ll\= 0.67c x'V'l

length of upper arm ll = 17.3o/o * H

Iength of forearm 12 =167o x H

length of hancl /3 = 5.7 5c/o x H

center of mass of upper arrn cl = 43 '6qo x ll

center of mass of forearm c2 = 437c x lz

center of mass of hand C3 = 50'6?c x h (m)

Lel I, I, , /, be moments of inertia with respect to body axis xyz with origin

at the center of rotation of the shoulder, then

/, =o

I, = l, = Qo2.ntt = (.5421)2.ntt (kg.n?¡

where 8, is the radius of gyration of the upper arm. Similarl¡ let

In I¡ , I, aurt Iu , 1,, , I* be the moments of inertia with respect to body axes abc

and uvw with origin at the centers of rotation of elbow and wrist, respectively, then

= (.J2612)2 'nt2
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the above p¿uameters.

(ke)

(ke)

(ke)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

It = 0

Ia=l¿ (ksn?)



Iv=0

Iu = I*. = (.587tù7.nn 
GAnz)

Now consider the moments of inertia about the center of mass. The relationship

between the above moments of inertia and that about the center of mass is given by the

parallel axis theorem:

Io=l-nu2

where /. = moments of inertia about the center of mass;

x = distance between center of mass and proximal end of the segment;

m = mass of segment

Therefore.

lot=lú=lou=0

I^ = Io, = (,J42t)zm1 - m¡c12

I* = In = (.526t2)2nr2 - m2c22

I^, = Ion. = (.587þ)2nn - n4ca2

where,l,. lot !o, , Ioo Iot Inc and lou Iot, /o* are the moments of inertia about the cen-

ters of mass of upper arm, forearm and hand, respectively.



CHAPTI'R 3

PROCI'SSING O¡'THE RAW MOTION DATA AND ANALYZING

Ï'HI' VELOCITIES AND ACCT]LIìRATIONS

I I l.inear Filterino and Medi¡n Filterinq

3.1. I Introduction

Biomechanical studies of movement kinematics ancl kinetics often involve the mea-

surement of analog quantities through discrete sampling of the signal at regular intervals.

The resulting digital clata can, in most cases, adequately represent the original signal, provid-

ing the sampling frequency is high enough. The ease of computer processing of digital

signal data is a distinct advantage over analog data. However, in either case some signal

conditioning is usually required before any quantitative analysis is performed because

in any case the measurement and data reduction system introduces noise into the signal.

Even if the noise is not noticeable in the spatial trajectory or angular plots, the coordinate

information may still be too noisy for direct calculation of velocity and acceleration of

markers, joint angles, etc.. This is because the amplitude of differentiated noise inc¡eases

linearly with frequency I t l.

Several methods have been described to process noisy biomechanical data to obtain

the first (velocity) and second (acceleration) derivatives of the trajectories of body markers.

Both time- and frequencylomain approaches have been widely explored. For example,

FIR and llR filters based on frequencylomain techniques were developed by [2] and



l3l and polynomial and spline approximations based on timelomain techniques were

developed by [4] and l5l. When the signal is periodic, as it happens in gait analysis, frequen-

cy domain techniques are appropriate. For aperiodic signals the use of these techniques

requires a forced periodization. I¡ both cases it is necessary to extend the sequence to

be filtered.

All approaches basecl on frequencyìomain techniques can be categorized into

linear filtering techniques. The theory of linear systems has become well developed in

the digital signal processing literature. Its application in biomechanical daø processing

has been reported by many investigators [6, 7]. The basic concept of a linear filter is

the separation ofsignals based on their nonoverlapping frequency content. For someapplica-

tions, however, these linear filters are not completely adequate due to the natu¡e of the

data being filtered. This inadequateness or failure of the linea¡ filters have been reported

in many papers 18, 9l due to the overlapping frequency nature of useful signal with noise.

The linear filters tend to smear out the sharp changes in the data and blur the edges in

image application.

To overcome this disadvantage of linear filtering, nonlinear filtering techniques

have been developed and have become a new direction in the theory and practice of signal

processing during the last ten ye¿us since J.W. Tukey published his first work [10] on

this topic. The basic concept of nonlinear filter is to consider separating signals based

on whether they can be considered smooth or rough (noise-like) [9ì. In many signal process-

ing applications a nonlinear filtering method callecl 'median filtering' has achieved some

very interesting results.One useful characteristic of median filtering is its ability to preserve

signal edges while filtering out impulses. Applications of median filtering can be ofren

found in image processing and speech processing. Irs application in biomechanical data



processing has not been reported. The following are reasons why the median filter was

appliecl in this study:

( I ) The simplicity of implemenution of a median filter which requires a very simple digital

nonlinear operation.

(2) Its ability to preserve the occasional signal edge while smoothing out the noise.

(3) The guaranteed convergence of the smoothing as long as the input sequence is limited.

(4) A hope that nonlinear smoothing will take a deserving place in the conditioning of

biomechanical signals as well as other physiological signals.

Beside the pioneer work of J.W Tukey on this topic, one can refer to the publications

of several other researchers, such as Arce and Callagher [], l2], where it is possible

to fincl references to almost all the main body of research.

3.1.2 Implementation of the Median Filter. Notes on Delay and Convergence and

How to Handle the Endpoints of the Data

Unlike linear filters which involve multiplication and summation computation,

the meclian iilter computation requires the sorting of a list of numbers. To begin, we take

a sampled signal of length Li across this signal we slicle a window that spans 2N+1 points.

The filter will only affect the center sample of the window. The filter output is set equal

to the median value of these 2N+l signal samples, and is associated with the time sample

at the senter of the window For convenience, a symbol, Median[x(n)], will be used to

represent the filtered output data obtainecl after the original data x(n) goes through the

median filter. A median filter has no design parâmeters other than window size 2N+1,

so long as we append N values to each end as will be discussed.
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By convergence for median filters, we ask if the original signal can be tumed into

a signal that is invariant to the filter, i.e., the root signal. It has been studied and shown

that if the signals are restricted to have a finite length, convergence of the signals to a

root signal is gua¡anteed tl I, l3J. If the condition of finite length is removed, oscillations

can occur regardless of the number of filter passes.

ln order to implement a median filter, one must take care of the initial and ending

points, i.e., the delay introduced by it. The delay ofthe filters is associated with the window

size of the median filterl if the window size is 2n+1, the delay is N points. The attempt

to compensâte the delay leads to the strategies for handling the endpoints data. Several

techniques for generating the set of additional initial and final values (i.e., those outside

the interval in which the data are defined) have been reported, including constant, linear

and quaclratic extrapolation. For the applications in this stud¡ constant exEapolation from

the initial or final data point proves to be entirely adequate. Constant extrapolation is

explained in Figure 3.1.
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F_>l I

oc oe
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I
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I

(a) N=l (b) N=2

Fig.3,l Constant extrapolation when N=1,2 and 3 (continued)
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Fig. 3.1 Constant extrapolation when N=1,2 and 3

To account for start up and end effects at the two endpoints of the L length signal,

N samples each are appended to the beginning and end of the sequence. The value of

the appended samples at the beginning is equal to the value of the first sample; similarl¡

the value of the appencled sâmples at the end of the signal ec¡uals the value of the last

sample of the signal. Figure 3.1 (a) shows a binary signal of length 10 being filtered by

a median filter of winclow size 3 (N=1). The filtered signal is shown below each input

signal in Figure 3.1. The appended bits are shown as crosses (x). Figure 3.1 (b) shows

similar results with a large r window (N=2); N=3 in Figure 3.1 (c).

3.2 An Algorithm That Combines a Median Filter and a Linear Filter

3.2. I Development of the Filtering Algorithm

H
e0
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In order to chose a filtering algorithm, a comparison between several alternative

filtering algorithms for an arbitrarily chosen set of motion data was made. Three algorithms

were compared. They are:

( I) A linear filter, which produced the output y(n) as the following (x(n-2), x(n-l), x(n),

x(n+l), and x(n+2) are the input sequence):

y(n) = l/tìx(n-2) + l/8x(n-1) + | l2x(n\ + l/tlx(n+l) + 1/8x(n+2) 3.1

(2) A 5-point median filterl

(3) A combination of meclian fìlter (5-point) and linear filter (3-point Hanning window

with coefficients ll4, l/2, l14\.

Figure 3.2 (a) shows the input sequence, ancl Figure 3.2 (b)-(d) show the ouputs

of the linear filte r, a median filter of 5-point, and a combination of a median filter (s-point)

and a linear filter (3-point Hanning window with coefficients l/4, l/2, l/4), respectively.

The smearing effects of the linear filter at each input discontinuity are clearly seen

in the Figure 3.2 (b). Although the median filter alone preserves most of the input disconti-

nuities it seems inadequate with a 'rough' output. Finally the combination filter is seen

to be a good compromise between the linear filter ancl median filter. As seen in Fig.3.2

(d), the noise is smoothed out a great deal, and the discontinuities in the input are fairly

well preserved.

ln summary, a filtering algorithm consisting of a combination of running median

filter and linear filter appears to be a reasonable candidate for smoothing noise sequences

with di scon tin u ities.

Figure 3.3 shows a block diagram of the simple filtering algorithm.

For convenience, the smooth part of the signal was denoted as 'smooth', and the

rough part of the signal was denoted as 'rough'. A more intelligent strategy than the above

simple smoothing algorithm, called 'reroughing' by Tukey, was also utilized in this investi-
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Fig. 3.2 Examples ofthree smoothed outputs for an arbiuary trajectory datâ
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Fig. 3.3 Block diagram of a simple filtering algorithm

lnitial smooth Final smooth

(a) The scheme and algebra of reroughing

Fig. 3.4 (b) block diagram of 'double-smoothing' algorithm

gation. The basic idea of reroughing is to smooth the rough, and add it back to the smooth

we started with. Then we get a final smooth whose rough is precisely the rough of the

rough of the original sequence. This process of reroughing extracts the smooth from the

Final rough



rough of original sequence and leaves the final rough the 'real' rough. The scheme shown

in Figure ¡.¿ (a) is expressed in a verbal algebra first.

Since

input = smooth PLUS rough,

and

rough = (smooth of rough) PLUS (rough of rough),

we must have, first substituting and then redefining:

I smouth \ / ,arp¡ \
input = smooth PLUS \o/ roush) PLUï \ø ,iren) ,

or

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

final rough = rough of rough 3.7

Now, it is easy to see the following relations in the Figure 3.4 (b).

input = hnal smooth PLUS final rough,

final smooth = smooth prus (;i"iÏi,l¡r)

z(n) = initial rough = x(n) -y(n)

w(n) = rinal smooth = smooth pLUs (:;'",:::r^)

= SIx(n)l + SlRlx(n)l]

3.8

3.9

The use of this 'double smoothing' or 'reroughing' proved to be very effective.

As we mentioned before, the delays int¡oduced by filtering procedure must be

taken care of before the algorithm is implemented. A median filter of 5-point has a delay

of 2 samples, and a 3-point Hanning window has a delay of I sample. Thus, the total

clelay of the filtering is 3 samples. The constant extrapolation explained in Section 3.1.2



was applied for both median filter and Hanning window.

3.2.2 Aoplication of the Algorithm to the Upper Limb Motion Data

3.2.2.1 Available Motion Data of Human Upper Limb

The motion data collected by Cooper et al. ll4l was used in this study.

Three important activities of daily living were studied in their investigation. These

were three feeding tasks: drinking with a cup, eating with a fork and eating with a spoon.

A total of 2 I human subjects ( I0 male and I I female) were used. All were healthy, right-

handecl and ranging in age from 20-29 years. Total body weight and height were measured

as the basis for the calculation of anthropometric parameters.

Twenty-four sets of motion data for I female subjects performing the three function-

al upper limb movements were used in this study

3.2.2.2 Filterecl results of the motion data

Although there have been no reports on the application ofthe combination algorithm

of linear and nonlinear filter to the biomechanical motion data, it can be seen that this

first attempt has given satisfactory and interesting results. Figure 3.5 shows a set of input

signals from Subject I when performing the task of drinking with a cup and the resulting

outputs from the combinational algorithm.
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Fig.3.5 Examplcs of smoothcrl trajcctory data of thc uppcr limb (Subject l) (continued)
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Fig. 3.5 Examples of smoothed trajectory data of the upper limb (Subject l)



3.3.1 Methods for Calculating the Velocities and Accelerations

Now all the displacement data of the upper limb have been properly smoothed.

To calculate the velocities and accelerations from displacement clata, all that is needed

is to take the finite differences, i.e., to calculate Àx/Ât.

But the velocity calculated this way does not represent the velocity at either of

the sample times. Rather, it represents the velocity of a point in time half way between

the samples. This can result in errors later on when we try to relate the velocitylerived

information to displacement data, and both results clo not occur at the same point in time.

A way around this problem is to calculate the.velocity and acceleration on the basis of

2Ât rather than 
^t. 

The the velocity at the ith sample is

3.10

Similarly, the acceleration is

,, X,+t - '(' Iv_ = 

-

^' 2Lt

, v,,,, - v,, 
,o,, = ---Tñ- 3.11

Note tlìe Equation 3.1I requires displacement data from samples i+2 and i-2; thus

a total of five suscessive data points go into the acceleration. An alternative and slightly

better calculation of acceleration uses only three successive data points and utilizes calcu-

lated velocities halfway between sample times,

., f'rl - f,
',útl2 Ål
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TABLE 3.I MEAN VALUES OF FIRST DERIVATIVES OF THE EICHT
EULER ANGLES FOR THE THREE TASKS

Subiecr ó, el tb, at" 9. Qt 0, tþt

0.636 0.224 0.457 .06'l ().567 0.1 38 0. 134 0.025

2 0.53rJ 0.l4l 0.445 .869 0.640 0.171 0.409 0.014

3 0.346 0.205 0.M2 .8 l4 0.553 0.301 0.359 0.012

4 0.245 0.146 0. 176 346 0.4t4 0.199 t).259 0.044

5 0.3s3 0. 163 0. I tì0 2.224 0.656 t.024 0.580 0.785

6 1.3 16 0.229 0.71 I 1.106 0.664 0.348 0.098 0.041

7 0.676 0.245 o.274 I.350 0.3r{3 0.308 0.222 0.007

8 0.8r,t4 0.194 0.625 2.n0 0.963 0.5 l6 0.421 0.148

Mean 0.624 0. 193 0.414 1.611 0.603 0.376 0.310 0. 135

(a) Drinking with a cup

TABLE 3.I MEAN VALUES OF FIRST DERIVATIVES OFTHE EIGHT
EULER ANCLES FOR THE THREE TASKS

Subiec ô, 0l tl), Q, 9t Q, 0., {)1

0.863 0. I rì6 0,868 0.692 l.6tt9 0.335 0.348 0.043

2 0.52'7 0.242 0.286 0.401 2.559 o.352 0.4s9 0.04s

3 0.262 0.2t3 0.2t4 0.508 2.1t3 0.464 0.191 0.060

4 0.253 0. 148 0.372 0.359 1.375 0.403 0.25'7 0.032

5 0.403 0.099 0.391 0.415 2.804 0.374 0.413 0.073

6 0.942 0.t24 0.495 0.473 2.5t9 ().8l4 0.5'79 0.139

7 0.440 0.333 0.382 0.957 2.975 0.506 0. 197 0.095

I 0.53t1 0.123 0.364 0.946 2.8l5 0.272 0.293 0.102

Mean 0.529 0.184 0.422 0.594 2.356 0.440 0.342 0.o'74

(b) Eaing with a fork



TABLE 3.I MEAN VALUES OF FIRST DERIVATIVES OF THE EIGHT
EULER ANGLES FOR THE THREE TASKS

Subiect ,þ, 0l 9t Qz tþ.. ö, e! tþt

I

7 l .313 0.546 0.521 0.867 2.382 0.329 0.465 0.022

3 0.521 0.t25 0.334 0.950 t.222 0.533 0.630 0.o24

4 0.30{,t 0. 179 0.316 0.598 0.963 0.t47 0.432 0.016

5

6 t.622 0. 135 0.7'71 0.645 1,436 0.568 0.282 0.063

7

8 t.372 0.144 0.401 1.029 I .891 0.338 0.515 0.092

Mean |.027 o.226 0.469 0.8 l8 1.519 0.383 0.465 0.043

Note: the data for subjects 1, 5 and 7 is not available due to missing and

corrupted data

(c) Eaing with a spoon

Unit: racllsec.

C, : lst deriv. of the flexion/extension angle at the shoulder

g, : lst deriv. of the adduction/abduction angle at the shoulder

g, : lst deriv. of the inward/outward rotation angle at the shoulder

p, : lst deriv. of the flexion/extension angle at the elbow

g¡ : lst deriv. of the pronation/supination angle at the elbow

p, : lst deriv. of the flexion/extension angle at the wrist

0. : lst deriv. of the ulnar/radial deviation angle at the wrist

rlr., : I st deriv. of the inward/outward rotation angle at the wrist
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CHAYTER 4

MOMENT PATTERNS, ENERGY VARIATION AND WORIVPOWER

PATTI'RNS DURING THE T'UNCTIONAL

MOVEMENT OF THE UPPER LIMB

In Chapter 2 and 3 we have dealt with the upper limb movement itself, without

regarcl to the causes of the movement. In this chapter, analyses of the moments and the

resultant energetics, which causes the movement, are presented.

The motion data usecl in this chapter is the same as described in the Section 3.2.2.1.

á I Mrrr¡'lp M^rnênf pâttêrn{ Irìvê(tirlatiôñ

Knowledge of force patterns (in linear motion) and moment patterns (in angulæ

motion) is necessary for an understanding of any movement.

In Chapter 2 we have illustrated how the moments are related to Lagrangian equa-

tions and how they can be solved from the equations. ln this section plots of moments

versus time are shown and their patterns are investigated.

The moments obtained from the Lagrangian equations of motion are called different

names by different researchers. They are named 'generalized muscle moments' in [1]

and l2l, or 'joint torques' in l3l and [4], or 'moments of force' in t5l, t6l and [7], or

just 'muscle moments' in [8] and [9]. For convenience the term 'muscle moment' is used



in this study. This term is also consistent with the definition of 'muscle power' (to be

discussecl in Section 4.3),

Almost allexisting investigations on the muscle momentare limited to planarmotion

because it is assumed that the segment motion is planar. Only a few investigators have

reported methods to compute threelimensional moments [0, I l]. In this study th¡eeli-

mensional moments at each joint are first solved from the Lagrangian equations of motion

and then are analyzed in terms of which group of muscles are active in the particular

movement.

It should be noted that the muscle moments are always expressed as components

in the direction of the principle axes of the limb segment 16, I ll. Therefore, nine muscle

moments (M, , M, M- at the shoulder, M. , M, at the elbow, and M" , M" , M"

at the wrist) are obtained from the Lagrangian equations.

To investigate the moment patterns at each joint during the time course of the

three movements (drinking with a cup, eating with a fork and a spoon), the moments

from each subject were carefully compared. Similar moment patterns among the eight

female subjects are found. In this section a detailed analysis of the moment pattems of

Subject 5 is presented. The moments of Subject 5 when performing the three tasks of

drinking with a cup, eating with a fork and eating with a spoon are plotted vs. time in

Figure 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. In orcler to understand and analyze the moments

there are two important points that have to be made here:

(l ) According to the convention used for interpreting the signs ofthe moments, the following

can be conclucled:

At the shoulder
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M.
negat¡ve + "> positive

extensor moment flexor moment

M..
negat¡ve + '> positive

outward rotator moment inward rotator moment

M.
negative + > pos¡tive

abductor moment adductor moment

At the elbow

M.
negat¡ve + '> positive

exlensor moment f lexor moment

negative --'n- posit¡ve

supinator moment pronator moment

At the wrist

M..
negative <- 't> positive

exlensor moment f lexor moment

negat¡ve *'"- positive

outward rolator moment inward rotator moment

negative *'"- posit¡ve

ulnar f lexor moment radial f lexor moment

(2) The time course of each given movement, beginning from the standa¡d position and

ending at the standa¡d position was divided into five phases:



(a) Dou,nu,unl ¡thase - moving downward from the standard position to where the tool

(cup, or fork, or spoon) was.

(c) Upu'urd phase - moving upward from where the tool was to the mouth.

(d) DrinkinglEuring lrhase - the time course during which the drinking/eating action

was finished.

\e) Revr:;ul phuse - moving downward from the mouth to where the tool was returned.

(f) Returning phase - returning to the standard position.

It is most likely that each phase for the different tasks did not happen at the same

time. To reduce the 'clutter' in the Figure 4,1 only the five phases for the drinking task

are inclicated.

First, the moment pâtterns at the shoulder of Subject 5 are investigated' From Figure

4.1 (a), (b) and (c) it can be concluded:

(l) M,, the flex ion/extension moment at the shoulder, shows one pattern for all th¡ee

tasks. The extensor generates a moment which acts to conEol the amount of shoulder

extension cluring the downward phase and extencls the upper arm during the upward phase.

During the last two phases, the extensor controls the degree of extension at the shoulder

in an oscillatory way. The extensor moments for the two eating tasks show very similar

trends and less oscillation if compared to the extensor moment for the drinking task.

(2) M. , tlìe inward/outward rotator moment at the shoulder, shows that for all three tasks

ancl most of the time the inward rotator at the shoulder is an active muscle group. This

inward rotator moment shows very similar trend to that of the extensor moment at the

shoulder.

(3) M, , the abductor/adductor moment at the shoulder, shows one pattern for all th¡ee

tasks. The abductor generates a moment which abducts the upper arm during the downwa¡d

phase ancl reduces the degree of the abduction during the upward phase.
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(4) All the three moments show, for each task, very smooth trends during the drinking/eating

phase but a very oscillatory trend for the period of fetching and/or returning the tool'

The second imponanr aspect is the differences of the moments for the drinking

rask as compared to the other two trsks. The magnitude of the flexor moment (M, ) for

the drinking task is smaller than the other two flexor moments (Figure 4.1 (a)). An outward

rotator moment is not needed for tÏe drinking task, while a small outward rotator moment

is present for the other two eating tasks (Figure 4. I (b)). Finally the magnitude of the

abductor moment for the drinking task is larger than for the other two eating task.
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The difference of the magnitude of the flexor moment between the drinking task

and two eating tasks might be explained by the caution the subject took to prevent spilling

when drinking. The second difference is due to the different shapes of the tools which

require different muscles groups of the upper arm. It is reasonable that a slight outward

rotation is needed to send the food into the moutit when one is eating with a fork or spoon.

The third difference is due to the fact that the load is heavier when one is drinking with

a cup. Therefore the abductor exerts a larger force at the shoulder in comparison with

eating with a fork or spoon.

Starting from the flexor/extensor moment in Figure 4.2 (a), it is seen that both

the extensor and flexor are active for the drinking task while only the extensor is active

for the two eating tåsks. Two possible factors cause this difference. First, this subject

used a large forward movement of the trunk and head when performing the two eating

tasks. This shows an important aspect of arm movement: it is possible to compensate

for a large amount of elbow flexion with forward trunk and head movement. This factor

was also discussed in [ 2], The second factor is the cup position with respect to the subject's

body, which requires a larger range of forea¡m flexion. This factor is consistent with the

conclusion that one tends to use her (or his) forearm and/or hand to keep the cup under

control rather than her (or his) upperarm. As for the pronatorAupinator moment at the

elbow, it is seen from the Figure 4.2 (b) that only the forearm pronator is active for all

the three tasks with the largest moment magnitude for the drinking t¿sk. Overall, the

following aspects can be concluded about the elbow joint. First, drinking with a cup requires

a larger flexor moment at the elbow joint to compensate for the smaller flexor moment

at the shoulder. Second, a large amount of forward t¡unk and head movement is needed

to compensate for the extension of the forearm when performing the two eating tasks,
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For the wrist, the first aspect we noticed is that the inward/outwa¡d rotator moment

as well as the ulnar/radial deviator moment are very small and thus negligible. The second

aspect is that no extensor moment is present at the wrist for the drinking t¿sk while small

extensor moments are needed to fetch the fork and/or spoon for the two eating tasks.

This is due to the different shapes of the tools which require different muscle groups

at the wrist,

Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 show the detailecl data for the moments of eight female

subjects. The mean maximum and minimum moments were calculated. The conclusions

from Subject 5 are also valicl for the mean values. It is interesting to see that moments

of Subject I (weight: 65kg, height: 1.55m) are extremely large, especially when she was

performing the task of eating with a fork. This might have some relation to the weightiheight

ratio, which is the largest for this subject. It i-s possibly Fue that people with a higher

ratio of weighy'height have a tendency to use their upper limbs more than moving their

trunk or heacl because of their body configuration.

TABLE 4.I (a) irr', : extensor moment at the shoulder (continued)

subject
cupmax. mln.

fork
max. mtn.

spoon .max. mrn.

I ().678 -l.051 6.471 -3.93,
2 1\;102 -2.85 1.822 -2.79t .1.378 -2.s6:
3 1.609 -3.29 .0.899 -2.(X): t.t73 -1.98r
4 1.029 -2.t7 1t.644 -2.391 {.816 -2.21!

5 1.264 -2.0t\
6 {).408 -l .901 t.763 -2.t1lt r.633 -2.60\
7 {).915 -2.34. {).461 -3.32t
8 {).785 _3.l5( .1.622 -2.69', t.661 -2.63:

mean {).90u -2.39( l.2n -2.75: 1.333 -2.401
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TABLE 4.I (b) ø, : inward/outward rotator moment at the shoulder

su bject
cupmax. m¡n.

forkmax. mln.
spoon .max. mrn.

2.639 t.217 I l.ttó4 0.843

2 3.998 1.593 3.tJ I I 0. 137 3.513 0.056

3 1.686 0.61 I 2.(XX) -t.23( 2.357 4.r7',:
4 3.218 1.531 3.372 -{.51 3.784 0.697

5 2.567 1\.54'

6 2.382 0.334 1.982 4.42 2.09t 4.36a

7 3.854 0.931 4.272 0.343

8 3.421 t.337 3.354 t.026 3.446 0.719

mean 3.028 t.079 3.051 -{).04( 3.038 0.187

TABLE 4. I (c) ø, : abductor moment at the shoulder

su bject
cup

max. min.
IOtK

max. min.
spoon

max. min.

-3. t 33 -5.237 -3.052 -27.101

2 -l .317 -3. 153 4.393 -2.54' 4.212 -3.89:
-1 -t.423 -2.357 {).104 _2.24] {}.890 ¿.03"
4 -2.705 4.751 - I .057 _3.56f 4.556 -3.77'

5 -l .619 -2.71"
6 -2.296 4.98t -l.455 _7, ))( -1.486 -3.61
7 -3.432 -ó.8 r6 -1.236 -7. r 0c

8 _{t.562 -2.22. 4.502 -2.60 -0.574 -2.711

mean -2.124 4.21 -{).909 -3.421
t¿.744 _3.20:



TABLE 4.2 (a) ø" : flexor/extensor moment at rhe elbow

Table 4.2 (b) Må : pronator moment at the elbow

subject
cupmax. min.

forkmax. mln.
spoon .max. mtn,

1.418 -2.358 4;743 -7.9tJ5
,)

1.691 4.692 2.024 0.01 I 2.2s9 -0.331

3 2.05tf 0.4411 0.tì75 {).61 0.944 4.57"
l,452 -1.33t 1.734 -l .90 L766 -1.521

5 1.350 {).95t

6 1.939 4.9u 1 2.443 0.674 2.7 t9 0.455

7 2.2t11 -2.312 3. I (X) Lt177

8 2.635 -{.38( 2.984 0.3n3 2.620 0.680

mean 1.926 4.979 2.407 1t.6tt 2.062 4.25

subject
cupmax. mtn.

forkmax. mtn.
spoon .max. run.

5. 184 3.154 27 ll3 3.02fì

2 3. l 3fr t.666 2.563 0.4t4 3.900 0.240

J 2.346 t.4t6 2.266 0.130 2.032 0.898

4 4.744 2.451 3.539 1.065 3.777 0.556

5 2.741 1.618

6 4.9111 2.110 3.1'70 t.464 3.627 1.529
'1 6.8 r5 3.451 7.t35 t.294

8 2.221 0.556 2.60rì 0.523 2.7 t3 0.578

mean 4.2t)4 2.110 3.432 0.930 2.210 0.760



TABLE 4.3 M, : extensor moment at the wrist

s ubjecl
cup

max. min.
rofK

max. min.
spoon

max. min.

-t.239 -2.704 -0.951 -¡1.96:
2 -1.6M 4.129 4.271 -3.95t {). 193 -3.6 l:
3 {).730 -1.809 Lt24 _2.33 0.065 -2.49¿

4 - I .6ft0 -3.36i 0.346 -3.tt3t {.857 -3.94:
5 0.51 I -2.671

6 4.421 -2.41 0.334 -1.89t 0.274 -2.17(
7 -1.081 -4.001 4.524 4.4n
8 -1.5s3 -3.47'. -1.123 -3.44" 11.6'72 1.541.

mean - l. 193 -3.t28 4.069 -3.22( (J.2'77 -3.1s,

Note: The other two moments at the wrist are small and thus negligible



The.analysis of energy variation is a fundamental method to examine the energy

exchange within a segment and energy flow between adjacent segments.

The instantaneous energy level of any segment can be defined as the algebraic

sum of the potential and kinetic energies, where the kinetic component comprises both

translational and rotational components. The potential energy changes are meastrred from

the lowest point the arm took during the given movement. As pointed out in Chapter

l, energy analysis has been criticized for giving erroneous information and that the energy

basecl method and the power/work based method do not lead to the same conclusion.

Nevertheless it is possible, by analyzing instantaneous energy levels, to show the energy

exchanges within segments, and tÏeir individual conuibutions to the total energy changes

during the given movement.

Total energy, potential energy and kinetic energy were analyzed for the five phases

of each task on each of eight normal subjects. The pattern of energy changes was very

similar for all eight female subjectsi the analysis presented here is representative of the

group.

Figure 4.4 (a)-(cl) present the instantaneous energy ofthe upperarm, forearm, hand

and the whole upper limb of Subject 5, respectively for the drinking task. The kinetic

and potential energy components are also plotted. Figure 4.5 (a)-(d) show the instantaneous

energy level of each segment of the same subject for the three tasks. Energy changes

are emphasized, rather than the absolute energy levels, because an energy change indicates

power fiow to or from the limb segment in question.

First the energy levels of Subject 5 when performing the drinking task a¡e examined.

Two aspects are evident. One is that the energy levels show a simila¡ variation pattern
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Fig. 4,4 Energies of the subject 5 when drinking with a cup
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at each joint and for the whole upper limb. Another one is that the kinetic energy levels

are small compared to the potential levels. But an energy exchange within each segment

is still significant. For the upperarm, 
^KE 

(^ = Max. - Min.) is ca. 50mJ while APE

is ca. 250mJ which is a small fraction of its mean potenrial energy (8.56J). For the forearm,

^ 
KE is 350mJ while Â PE is 900mJ. For the hand Á KE is 50mJ and Â PE is 400mJ. Energy

exchanges within each segment ¿ue all in phase. The first exchange of energy økes place

at the early period of the downward phase. Here the kinetic energy increases while the

potential energy decreases as the arm is moved from the standard position to fetch the

tool. The second exchange happened at the late part of the upward phase. The kinetic

energy is converted into potential energy. During the drinking phase both kinetic and poten-

tial energies are kept constant and then cluring the early part of the reversal phase some

of the store potential energy is convened back into kinetic energy.

If we investigate the energy difference of each segment for the three diffe¡ent tasks,

the following observations can be obtained from the Figure 4.5.

For the upperarm

the energy variation 
^E 

= 400mJ for the drinking task

= 200mJ for the task of eating with a fork

= 300mJ for the task of eating with a spoon

For the forearm

For the hand

the energy variation ÂE = 900mJ for the drinking task

= 600mJ for the task of eating with a fo¡k

= 700mJ for the task of eating with a spoon

the energy variation 
^E 

= 400mJ for the drinking task

= 250mJ for the task of eating with a fo¡k
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= 300mJ for the task of eating wirh a spoon

It is concluded that each segment presents the largest peak energy for the drinking

task, ancl the smallest peak energy for the task of eating with a spoon. When drinking

with a cup, the energy of each segment decreases faster cluring the downward phase and

also increases faster during the upward phase as compared with the two eating øsks. The

energy, though, keeps constant for a longer duration around the drinking phase.

4.3 Power/Work Pattern Investigation

In the first two sections of this chapter, the mechanical energy aspects and muscle

moment patterns of the upper limb motion have been investigated. The mechanical energy

is an excellent means of quantifying and describing human movement but, unfortunately,

yields no information as to the source of generation and absorption of that energy, or

which muscle groups control the movement and how much they contribute to the segments'

motion. Similarly, resultant muscle moment information quantifies which muscles are active

but cloes not indicate where the mechanical energy generated by muscles goes, where

the energy absorbed by muscles comes from or where energy is transfened between seg-

ments.

In this section, an analysis of the patterns of mechanical power generation and

absorption at eäch of the joints is presented, aimed at determining the major function

of each muscle group in terms of positive and negative work.

4.3. I Methodology



From many previous reports, it is known that there are two main methods to compute

the mechanical work of human movement: (l) to infer the work performed by examining

the energy changes of the body and its constituent segments (energy based approach);

(2) to compute the work from the knowledge of the resultant muscle moments at the joint

and their angular velocities (oint-work approach) | l2l. The energy va¡iation pattems have

been investigated in Section 4.2. No attempt was made to infer the work done from energy

changes of the segments. In this section, the joint-work approach is developed to get

information on generation and absorption of the energy.

The basic idea of the joint-work approach has been reported by a number of investi-

gators. There are two kinds of power [8]. One is called joint power, which is the rate

of work done, positively or negatively, by the joint forces. This joint power P, can be

calculated from:

P,(J,s)=F(i,Ð it¡l 4.1

where f, (, s) is the power delivered to or if negative taken from segment s at its joint

j due to the work done by the joint reaction forces. ¡1 0, s) is the joint reaction force

vector acting on segment s at joint j and i (i) is the linear velocity vector of that joint

The other power is called mussle powe¡ which is the rate of work done by the muscle

moments. The muscle power P- can be calculated from

t'. (, s) = fr (, 5¡ õ (s) 4.2

where P. (, s) is the mechanical power delivered to or taken from segment s at joint

j due to the work done by the muscle moments. ü 0, s) is the muscle moment vector

acting on segment s at joint j and d (s) is the angular velocity vector of segment s. A

positive rate again indicates the rate of mechanical work done by the muscle on segment

s, while a negative rate shows the rate of mechanical work done by segment s on the

muscle. Contrary to the situation for the joint power, the two segments connected at joint
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j do not necessarily have the same angular velocity, consequently, there can be more than

simply a transfer of energy from segment to segment through the muscles. The muscles

can also generate mechanical energy or absorb mechanical energy by concentrically or

eccentrically contracting, respectively [6, 8].

Before proceeding, three points need to be clarified:

( I) Joint reaction forces are not available from Lagrangian formulationl rather only muscle

moments. Therefore, only the muscle powers can be calculated.

(2) Because relative joint angular velocities were used instead of the absolute angular

velocities of each segment, information concerning energy transfers between adjacent seg-

ments is not available.

(3 ) When the total power of each segment, which is the sum of the joint and muscle powers

of each segment, is positive it signifies that the segment is gaining mechanical energy

implying a net increase in potential and/or kinetic energies. Conversel¡ a negative power

indicates the rate of loss in the segment's total mechan¡cal energies. Since only the muscle

power of each segment is available, there is no way to relate the sign of the muscle power

to the energy pattern of each segment. But the sign of the muscle power is an indication

of where the energy flows. A positive power indicates rate of energy inflow f¡om the

particular source plottedl negative powers show the rates of the energy outflow. When

the energy flows into the particulzu segment, the segment is said to absorb the energy

and is called a 'sink'. When the energy flows out of the Particular segment, the segment

is said to generate the energy and is called a 'source'.

From Equation 4.2, three muscle powers can b€ calculated at the shoulder and

the wrist joint. Two muscle powers can be calculated at the elbow joint.

where ø,. @r @:, (D4. tù¡. tù". ¿1f tÐ,. al* al" afe the respective angular velocity COmpo-

nents in the clirection of the principle axes xyz, abc ancl uvw.
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At the shoulder

At the elbow

At the wrist

P,, = M9' p, , = Mfo,= MrD,

P,., -- M,tD" , P...,. = M,a, , P".. " = M,ø"

M, . M, . M, M" . Mn M. . aîd M, , M, M" are the respective muscle moment

components in the direction of the principle axes xyz, abc and uvw' P,. , , P,. , P,. , are

the powers at the shoulder, P.. , , P,. ¿ are the powers at the elbow, and P-. , ' P", '' ' P". *

are the powers at the wrist joint.

4.3.2 Results and Discussions

The purpose of the section is to analyze the patterns of mechanical power generation

and absorption at each joint, aimed at determining the major function of each muscle

group in terms of positive ancl negative power.

For the purposes of documentation the detailed curves for each subject will not

be presentedt rather an example calculation of power and work for Subject 5 is presented.

Figure 4.6, 4.'7 and 4.tl show the power and work of each segment for the drinking task'

To investigate the function of each major muscle group, the three powers of the th¡ee

moment componenL! in the clirection of the three orthognal axes at each joint are shown.

The area under each phase of the power curve is the work done at each joint by the particular

muscle group and is expressed in Joules. The major phases ofpower generation and absorp-

¡ion are labelled. The power bursts at the wrist for the drinking task (Figure 4.8) were

either large nor consistent in their patterns, thus no label was given.

It is seen in Figure 4.6 (a) that the shoulder is flexed at the downwa¡d phase. During

this time the extensor moment is reduced and as the major extensor muscles shortened
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under tension, they absorbecl 226mJ (Ar) of mechanical energy. The power peak during

this phase was 1.75W. During the upward phase the shoulder started to extend and as

these extensor muscles lengthened energy was generated. The positive work done was

l42mJ (A,). During the reversal phase, this moment is highly unstable but it is seen that

the extensor muscles absorbed l64mJ (¡.) work during the reversal phase. The shoulder

extenclecl again during the returning phase and l5'1mJ (Á.) work was generated by the

extensor muscles. By comparing At + 4 and A2 + ,4¡ it can be said that the extensor muscles

at the shoulder mainly absorb energy (e' + Á' > Ar + Á¡).

Figure 4.6 (b) is a plot showing the power associated with the inwa¡d rotator moment

at the shoulder. Four power phases are seen in all the subjects; here they a¡e labelled

Bt, 82, B; and 80. An inward rotator moment developed during the downward phase and

this group of inward rotator muscles resulted in a peak positive power of 1.8W with a

corresponding energy generation of 408mJ (4, ). From the encl of the downward phase

until late upward phase the shoulder rotates outward and during this lengthening of the

inward rotator muscles 227mJ work was absorbed. Then the power repeats the same pattern

with a higher positive peak power 2.5W during the reversal phase than during the downward

phase.

It is evident in Figure 4.6 (c) that as compared with the eKtensors and the inward

rolators at the shoulder the abductors at the shoulder generated and absorbed the la¡gest

mechanical energy. The patærn of this power is similar to that in Figure 4.6 (b). The

difference is that the abductors generated larger mechanical energy during the downwa¡d

phase while the inward rotators generated a larger mechanical energy during the reversal

phase.Unlike the extensors at the shoulder which mainly absorb energy, both the inward

rotators and the adductors at the shoulder mainly generate energy.
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Figure 4.7 shows three similar plots for the elbow joint. Figure 4.7 (a) shows the

power due to the flexor/extensor moment at the elbow, Figure 4.7 (b) shows the power

associatecl with the pronator moment at the elbow. There a¡e eight evident power phases

in Figure 4.7 (a). There are two interesting aspects about this power. First, it is interesting

to notice two pairs of smaller work bursts corresponding to the times when the cup is

picked up and when the cup was returned to the original place. At these two times the

extensors switch from absorption of energy to generation of energy. Second, the amount

of energy generated by the flexors is almost equal to the amount of energy absorbed by

themselves. These two observations hold for all the subjects. Figure 4.7 (b) shows that

a large mechanical energy generated and absorbed by the pronators at the elbow. Seven

power phases can be seen for all the subjects. If the power phase Er is compared with

the power phase E5 we find that the mechanical energy generated by the pronators during

the reversal phase is much smaller than that generated during the downwa¡d phase. It

is logical ro assume that this smaller energy generated by the pronators at the elbow is

compensated by a larger energy generated by the inlvard rotators at the shoulder. By compar-

ing the energy generated ancl absorbed by the pronators at the elbow it is clear that the

pronators are an enefgy Senerator.

Figure 4.8 shows the power/work curves at the wrist. The wrist had relatively low

power levels, and when different trials aÌe compared no consistent patterns are seen. The

major conclusion that results is that this lack ofpattern appears to be due to the complicated

role of the wrist flexors during the drinking task. They are obviously involved with the

upper limb in supporting the cup and initiating and controlling the feeding action. However,

these muscles are also responsible for maintaining a stable cup and a stable upper limb,

and it is probably fine adjustments of the balance between the cup and the upper limb

that increased the variability that marked major patterns.



4.4 Conclusions

The muscle moments at each joint, which are solved from the Lagrangian equations

of motion, are analyzed. The conclusions are:

(l ) The active groups of muscles for the three functional upper limb movements at the

shoulder are the extensors, inwa¡d rolators and abductors.

(2) At the elbow the extensors are active for the two eating tasks while a small flexor

moment of the forearm is needed for the drinking task, and pronators a¡e active for all

the three tasks with the largest magnitude of the moment for the drinking task.

(3) At the wrist the inward/outward rotator moment as well as the ulnar/radial deviator

moment are very small ancl thus negligible; only a flexor moment is present for the drinking

task while small extensor moments are needed to fetch the fork and/or the spoon for the

two eating tasks.

From the analysis of each segment's energy levels it is conclucled that:

(l) Ener8y levels show similar variation patterns for all the human subjects.

(2) Kinetic energy levels are small compared to the potential energy levels.

(3) Three energy exchanges are noticeable and all in phase.

(4) Each segment presents the largest peak energy level for the drinking task, and the

smallest for the t¿sk of eating with a spoon.

The power/work patterns for the drinking task have been also analyzed. The conclu-

sions are:

(l) All the power curves for the drinking task show similar patterns among all the subjects

except that the power bursts at the wrist are neither large nor consistent in their patterns.
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(2) The extensor muscles at the shoulder mainly absorb energy and the inwa¡d rotators

and abductors at the shoulder mainly generate energy.

(3) The amount of energy generated by the flexors at the elbow is almost equal to the

amount of energy absorbed by themselves; the group of pronators at the elbow is an energy

generalor.

(4) The lack of welllefined patterns at the wrist are explainecl by the complicated roles

of the flexors at the wrist.



CHAIrTER 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RI'COMMENDATIONS

An approach to analyze the muscle moments and the resultant energetics of three

functional human upper limb movements, which are drinking with a cup, eating with a

fork ancl eating with a spoon, was developed. A 3-D kinematic model of human upper

limb was developed. This 3-D model of the upper limb has 8-DOF (degrees of freedom)

with 3-DOF at the shoulder,2 DOF at the elbow and 3 DOF at the wrist. To establish

the equations of motion for the upper limb, a Lagrangian formulation was utilized. Muscle

moments at each joint were then solved from the Lagrangian equations of motion.

The motion data of the three functional human upper limb movements was collected

by Cooper et al. [1. The motion data was conclitioned before used in the Lagrangian

equations because of the noise introduced by the measurement system and/or the data

quantization. A simple but effective filtering algorithm, which is a combination of a median

smoother and a Hanning filter, was developed to filter out the noises without smearing

out sharp cliscontinuities in the motion data. Then the first and second derivatives of the

motion data were obtained by taking the finite differences. lt is concluded from analyzing

the first derivatives that the motion of flexion/extension of the forea¡m is the fastest for

the drinking task, followed by the motion of flexion/extension of the upperarm and the

motion of pronation/supination of the forearm. The movement of inwa¡d/outward rotation

at the shoulder and the wrist is so slow that it can be neglected. For the two eating tasks

the motion of pronation/supination of the forearm, not the motion of flexiorVextension

of the forearm, is the fastest.
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To gain an understanding of the causes of the functional movement of the upper

limb, muscle moments at each joint, energy variation of each segment and the power/work

patterns were analyzed. The analysis ofenergy variation is a fundamental method to examine

the energy exchange within a segment and energy flow between adjacent segments. It

is concluded that energy levels show similar variation patterns at each joint; kinetic energy

levels are small comparecl to the potential energy levelsl three energy exchanges are notice-

able and all are in phase. Each segment has the largest peak energy for the drinking task,

and the smallest for the task of eating with a spoon.

Unfortunately, this energy method can not answer either of the following two basic

questions: (l) which group of muscles contribute to the particular motion; (2) where the

energy comes and where it goes.

The first question can be answered by examining the muscle moment pattern at

each joint. The active groups of muscles for the three functional upper limb motion at

the shoulcler are the extensors, inward rotators and the abductors. At the elbow only exten-

sors are active for the two eating tasks while a small flexor moment of the forearm is

needed for the drinking task. This shows an important aspect of the a¡m movement: it

is possible to compensate for a large amount of elbow flexion with trunk and/or head

forwarcl movement, At the wrist it is concludecl that the inwa¡d/outwa¡d rotator moment

as well as the ulnar/radial deviator moment are very small and thus negligible; only the

flexor moment is present for the drinking task while small extensor moments a¡e needed

to fetch the fork and/or spoon for the two eating tasks.

The power/work approach focuses on the human muslces themselves as generators

ancl absorbers of energy; thus this methocl can answer the question of where the energy

was generated and where it was absorbed. It is concluded that all the power curves for

the drinking task show certain similar patterns among all the subjects except that the power
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bursts at the wrist were neither large nor consistent in their patterns. Mechanical energies

generated and/or absorbed by the particular group of muscles were then calculated. It

is conclucled that the extensor muscles at the shoulder mainly absorb energy and that the

inward rotators and the abductors at the shoulder mainly generate energy. The amount

of energy generated by the flexors at the elbow is almost equal to the amount of energy

absorbed by themselves. The pronator group at the elbow is an energy generator. The

lack of well defined patterns at the wrist was explained by the complicated role of the

flexors at the wrist. They are involved with the upper limb in supporting the cup, initiating

and controlling the feeding action, and are also responsible for mainøining a søble cup

and a stable upper limb. lt is the fine adjustments of the balance between the cup and

the upper limb that causes the uncertain ancl inconsistent patterns at the r risl

Overall, the following conclusions can be madei

( I ) An approach to analyze the muscle momenls and the resultant energetics of functional

human upper limb motion was formulated.

(2) The fundamental bases for this approach were developed, i.e.,

(a) a 3-D kinematical model of human upper limb with 3-DOF at the shoulder,

2-DOF at the elbow ancl 3-DOF at the wrist.

(b) the equations of motion of the upper limb, which was derived by using the

Lagrangian dynamic formulation.

(c) the muscle moments at each joint which were solved from the equations of

motion.

(3) A simple but effective smoothing algorithm was developed to smooth out the noises

in the raw human motion daø while preserving the useful sharp edges in the data.

(4) Three important aspects of human upper limb motion are analyzed.

(a) muscle moments at each joint;
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(b) energy levels of each segment;

(c) power/work patterns of each segment;

(5) All the above three analyses a¡e valid and provide correct infonnation on the causes

of human upper limb motion.

(6) From all the analyses, the 3-D kinemadc model of human upper limb appears to be

reasonable. All the analyses give the author confidence in the model even though no direct

comparisons to the work of this thesis is available.

At last, problems that should be solved in order to improve the kinematical model

of human upper limb and those aspects that should be studied in the future to provide

more thorough and detailed information for analyzing the energetics of functional human

arm motion are suggestecl here:

( I ) The accuracy and reliability of the kinematic model of the upper limb should be tested.

This can be done by the simulation of the upper limb movement through the model. By

viewing the muscle moments at each joint as the inputs of Lagrangian equations of motion,

the output motion should be a specific motion corresponding to the moments. It is obvious

that the closer this simulated motion is to the real motion, the better the model is,

(2) To improve the kinematic model of the upper limb, each rigid body of the upper limb

can be modeled as a 3-D solid, which is more realistic than a uniform slender rod.

(3) To gain knowledge of male subject upper limb motion, srudy of the moments and

the resultant energetics for the male subjects (the motion data is available in the Laboratory)

is necessary.

(4) In addition to the two main energy forms, which are kinetic and potential energy,

other forms, such as the energy stored in springs due to the elastic deformation and the

dissipation ènergy due to friction of the system, and their contributions to the total body

energy are worth studying.
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(5) Energy transfer between adjacentjoints should be studied. To do so the absolute angular

velocity of each segment needs to be known.

(6) Even with the detailecl analysis described in the section 4.3, the work done by coconEact-

ing muscles is underestimated. Muscle powerr as calculated, is the product of the muscle

moment M and the angular velocity ø. M is the net muscle moment resulting from all

agonist and antagonist activity and therefore can not account for simultaneous generation

by one muscle group and absorption by the antagonist group, or vice versa. Unfortunatel¡

to date there has been very limited progress to calculate the power and work associated

with each muscle 's action. The major problem is to partition the contribution of each

muscle to the net moment. Solving this problem will provide significant insight into the

function of each muscle.
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